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1.  Introduction 

 

There are different theories how cancer is induced on the cellular level and due to 

which molecular mechanisms. Not all of these theories point in the same direction 

but all authors agree that every cancer type is different and needs individual 

treatment.  

The spectrum of proposed causes goes from too high to very low metabolic needs, 

from increased to impaired vasculature, from too low levels to overload of free 

radicals and from genetic predisposition to spontaneous mutations.  

In this work I will examine basic molecular and metabolic mechanisms in leukemic 

cell lines in direct response to a long- and a short-term exposure to normobaric 

hyperoxia and within the subsequent 24 hours. These cellular processes need to 

be understood before potentially using oxygen as a therapeutic agent that might 

sensitise a cancerous cell to other treatment options while ideally leaving 

surrounding healthy cells and tissues unharmed. 

 

Acute lymphocytic leukemia (ALL), medically divided in B- and T-cell leukemia, 

can occur at any age and is one of the most common forms of haematological 

cancers. Usually, an increase in leukocyte count is diagnosed in leukemic patients 

from an early stage on, which coincides with decreased erythrocyte number and, 

consequently, anaemia. The origin of any leukemia is a stem cell that failed to 

differentiate at the right time, which can be genetically or environmentally induced. 

Currently the two standard treatments for ALL are either chemotherapy or bone 

marrow transplantation, the first one using drugs to target the specific cell type 

affected or the underlying genetic condition, the latter using healthy bone marrow 

from a suitable donor to restore the body’s capacity to produce new blood cells.  

 

The specifically demanding for the ALL patients is that the affected cells (B- or T-

lymphocytes) are part of the immune system, which therefore is not able to fully 

operate. Chemotherapy, although specificity of drugs is improving continuously, 

further weakens the immune system. Depending on the dosage needed for the 

given treatment and the resulting side effects, the patient is in an extremely 

vulnerable state during the therapy. 
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1.1 Acute lymphocytic leukemia and oxidative stress 

 

The cellular processes in lymphocytes are highly adaptive to a variety of 

exogenous stress stimuli e.g. temperature, UV-light, radiation, hypoxia, or 

hyperoxia. However, the physiological significance of these processes is not yet 

fully understood. It is generally agreed that cancerous cells deal with a 

considerable amount of oxidative stress.  

 

Oxidative stress is a collective term for an imbalance between reactive oxygen 

species (ROS) production and ROS-scavenging within the cell. To the greatest 

extent ROS are produced intracellularly and include hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), 

superoxide (O2*-) and the highly reactive hydroxyl radicals (OH*). Excess ROS are 

critical because they can cause extensive damage to biological structures by 

oxidation of DNA, proteins, and lipids [63]. The leukemic cell is known to have an 

augmented level of ROS.  

 

Reactive oxygen species are mostly referred to develop in the mitochondrial 

electron transfer system (ETS). The eukaryotic cell relies on the ETS for 

generation of adenosine triphosphate (ATP) as the most important source of 

energy under aerobic conditions. The ETS is composed of a number of individual 

protein complexes, located in the inner mitochondrial membrane, a fluid mosaic 

that separates the mitochondrial matrix from the inner membrane space. The 

substrates needed for a functioning ETS derive from reactions within the citric acid 

cycle. An organized constant transfer of electron pairs between the ETS 

complexes is driving a proton transport from the matrix to the inner membrane 

space, which ensures a chemiosmotic gradient: the mitochondrial membrane 

potential. Complex I (NADH-dehydrogenase) oxidises the electron carrier NADH to 

NAD, where one proton (H+) and two electrons (e-) are processed in addition to 

one H+ from the matrix. Complex II (succinate-dehydrogenase) uses succinate as 

a substrate for reducing FAD (flavin adenine dinucleotide) to FADH2 and releasing 

two e-. The electrons from both reactions are successively transferred to Q 

(ubiquinone), complex III (cytochrome bc1) and complex IV (cytochrome oxidase), 

where oxygen is reduced to H2O (waste product) and more protons are 
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translocated into the inner membrane space. ROS production primarily takes place 

in complexes I and III of the ETS [5][14][53][73], releasing superoxide into the 

mitochondrial matrix and the cytoplasm. It has to be noted, however, that in the 

healthy cell only 0.15% of electrons being transported through the ETS are 

involved in ROS production [1].  

 

Most cells have adapted to oxidative stress with anti-oxidative systems to 

scavenge ROS. Intracellular scavenging mechanisms include super oxide 

dismutase (SOD), catalase, or glutathione peroxidase. The better the leukemic 

cell’s anti-oxidative response, the more resistant the cell will be to therapeutic 

agents. A great deal of time and work has been invested in sensitising techniques 

to overcome drug-resistance and regain sensitivity to chemotherapy. Since ROS 

are very unstable, the measurement of oxidative stress usually uses surrogate 

parameters, e.g. DNA-fragmentation, mitochondrial respiratory alterations, or 

changes in protein expression.  

 
 
The role of DNA-toxicity in leukemia 
It has been shown repeatedly that hyperbaric oxygen exposure ex vivo or during 

hyperbaric oxygen therapy (HBOT) induces DNA-double-strand breaks in 

lymphocytes. The biological significance of hyperoxia-induced DNA-fragmentation 

on lymphocytes, however, is still unclear. Several studies in vivo and ex vivo 

describe a temporary effect and a recovery to normal levels of DNA-fragmentation 

within 2-24 hours post exposure [97][103]. Most theories of the oxygen-induced 

DNA-fragmentation involve the induction of cell death-mechanisms, possible loss-

of-function mutations, induction of adaptive processes during or post hyperoxic 

exposure, or induction of DNA-repair-mechanisms [92]. 

 

It is worth noticing that while DNA-fragmentation can be the trigger or a 

consequence of different intrinsic cell death pathways, it might also simply indicate 

increased protein expression as an answer to ROS production or, in case of 

cancerous cells, a simple snapshot of a cell dividing at a faster pace than healthy 

cells.  
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Mitochondrial alterations in leukemia 
As stated before, intact cells depend on energy production through their 

mitochondria, which use substrates from the citric acid cycle (derived from fat and 

sugars) to maintain electron transfer to establish a chemiosmotic proton gradient 

within the inner mitochondrial membrane. This ensures the cell’s energy reserves 

and therefore the ability to produce ATP. 

 

The link between cancer and mitochondrial function has been a matter of debate 

since the 1950s. The hypothesis of Warburg [100] that mitochondrial dysfunction 

was the underlying cause of any type of cancer was revised by Weinhouse in the 

1950s [37], and the findings of Eakin 1972 concluded that some cancers do show 

mitochondrial alterations, whereas some others do not. It is agreed that the state 

of the mitochondrion can not be a hallmark of cancer, but it has long been known 

that cancer cells undergo a shift in energy metabolism from oxidative 

phosphorylation to the glycolytic pathway [79]. More recent work revealed that 

cancer does not necessarily mean damaged mitochondria but indicates 

reprogrammed activity for additional energy demands [101]. These reprogramming 

mechanisms are versatile and, amongst others, involve an increase in growth 

factor expression, reduced ATP production, increase in NADPH, N and C demand 

for anabolic metabolism, etc. 

 

As NADPH and ATP are both needed for the excess energy supply, the 

mitochondrion is still a major target, and this fact has been integrated in a number 

of new therapy options. One example is the application or ingestion of natural 

compounds that can disrupt mitochondrial function. However, the choice and 

dosage of these compounds is difficult because only few of them are selective for 

the given tumourous cell and, hence, are likely to damage and in the worst case 

even kill healthy cells as well. [20] 

 

The mitochondrial mass in leukemic cells is reported to be higher than in healthy 

cells, and proportional to increased nitric oxide (NO) levels. Larger mitochondrial 

mass translates to less sensitivity and lower maximal respiratory capacity [19][28]. 

Expression of the different nitric oxide synthases (NOS) by increased partial 
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pressures of oxygen are documented in healthy cells, however, changes in cancer 

cells during oxygen exposure have not been studied thoroughly. 

 
Apoptosis in leukemia 
Apoptosis is a highly conserved, energy consuming form of programmed 

eukaryotic cell death. Its main purpose is to eliminate aged, damaged, infected or 

malfunctioning cells without affecting neighbouring tissue or inducing a systematic 

inflammatory response. A lack of apoptosis induction is a hallmark of cancer. In 

leukemic cells for example the balance between anti-apoptotic and pro-apoptotic 

protein expression is deranged. Depending on the cascades triggered, apoptosis 

can be referred to as extrinsic through stimuli from outside the cell activating death 

receptors on the cell surface, or intrinsic through impairment of the outer 

mitochondrial membrane (OMM) integrity. Both mechanisms lead to the activation 

of caspase-cascades. The process consists of a variety of biochemical and 

morphological changes within the cell, e.g. shrinking of the cell, chromatin 

condensation, fragmentation of DNA by endonucleases, and ends with the 

degradation of cell compartments into vesicles that can be recycled via 

phagocytosis.  
 

The extrinsic apoptotic pathway is also referred to as the death receptor pathway, 

which is induced by proteins like TNF-α, CD95 or Fas. This leads to a cascade of 

reactions involving activation of different caspases. Effector caspases-8 (casp-8) is 

involved in activation of transcription factors like nuclear factor kappa-light-chain-

enhancer of activated B-cells (NF-κB) and in the activation of other caspases like 

caspase-3 (casp-3), which is an active part in the intrinsic and extrinsic apoptosis. 

Following activation (cleavage), casp-3 begins to proteolyse key proteins 

downstream the apoptotic pathway [30][54][85].  

 

The intrinsic apoptotic pathway is regulated by a number of proteins that can 

disrupt the OMM integrity by permeabilisation, which will lead to a release of 

cytochrome c (Cyt c). When Cyt c is released, it can trigger phagocytosis, activate 

different caspases (e.g. casp-3, casp-9), and is needed for the build-up or 

activation of degradative compartments, e.g. lysosomes or the apoptosome, to 

eliminate proteins [50][80][82][99].  
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One of these pro-apoptotic proteins is the Bcl-2-associated X-protein (Bax) from 

the Bcl-2 protein family [26] localized in the outer mitochondrial membrane, and 

dislocated at early stages of apoptosis induction. The B-cell lymphoma-related 

protein extra large (Bcl-XL) protein, amongst others expressed under the control of 

transcription factor hypoxia-inducible factor - 1 alpha (HIF-1α), is another 

transmembrane protein from the Bcl-2 family, which prevents apoptosis through 

two different mechanisms. It stabilises the OMM potential, and can heterodimerise 

with pro-apoptotic proteins like Bax, preventing them from becoming active. [36] 

 

Apoptotic cell death is not only influenced by mitochondrial membrane integrity 

and death receptors. There is evidence for apoptosis induction through heat-

shock-proteins. The role of oxidative stress and redox-regulation for the immune 

system also seems to be of importance, as anti-oxidative systems, which keep a 

balance between production and scavenging of ROS, are usually down-regulated. 

The generation of ROS and the induction of apoptosis appear to be positively 

correlated [43], and it has been shown that an accumulation of ROS leads to 

improved drug sensitivity in otherwise drug-resistant cancer cells [62]. 

The cancerous cell generally avoids ROS over-production; some anti-cancer drugs 

induce ROS production to activate intracellular ROS scavenging systems. It has 

been shown that hyperbaric oxygen enhances apoptosis in healthy as well as 

leukemic T-cell cultures [32][102]. 
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Fig. 1: Proposed mechanisms of cell injury through hyperoxia-induced oxidative stress in 
cancerous cells. [ROS] reactive oxygen species, [O2] oxygen. In normoxia cancerous cells already 
incorporate more ROS than healthy cells, these are scavenged by various anti-oxidative systems. 
Additionally, cancer cells are not as susceptible to extra-cellular apoptotic stimuli like radiation or 
chemical compounds. During oxygenation the cell produces more ROS, which can oxidise and 
damage membranes, proteins, and DNA. The cell responds with increased ROS scavenging 
mechanisms, up-regulation of DNA-repair and survival gene expression to further prevent 
apoptosis induction. Severe oxidative stress (prolonged oxygenation or higher oxygen partial 
pressures) leads to an augmentation of ROS, which cannot be scavenged anymore because the 
oxidative systems are overrun. The result can be ROS-induced damage of the outer mitochondrial 
membrane and DNA-fragmentation, possibly leading to apoptosis induction. 
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1.2 Sensitising cancer cells through oxidative stress 

 

Cancer research is versatile, aiming for a deeper understanding in cancer causes, 

diagnosis, treatment, and prevention. The impact of molecular oxygen on cellular 

mechanisms in the tumorous cell cannot be understood generally as it depends 

strongly on the type of cancer studied as well as the time and dosage of oxygen 

exposure. 

Inside solid tumours for instance we find very low oxygen concentrations, 

however, the tumour’s demand for energy is very high. Different theories exist 

about how the cancer cell can cover these energy demands, what impact oxygen 

concentration changes could have and how much (oxidative) stress the cell can 

withstand. This also explains why cancer treatment over the past 50 years has 

made significant progress, leading from a traditional general diagnostic paradigm 

to individual diagnosis and personalized treatment options, promising better 

therapy outcomes reaching from slowing down to stabilisation of the disease over 

several weeks/months to complete recovery.  

 

Major advances have been made in targeted therapy in haematological 

malignancies, most of them trying to combine standard treatments like 

chemotherapy and/or radiation, which alone might already have induced 

resistance in the patient, with different substances. These substances will interact 

with intracellular pathways and directly or indirectly induce cell death by changing 

protein expression patterns, inhibit cell proliferation or induce excess ROS 

production. 

 

Different methods for sensitising cancer cells for radiotherapy or chemotherapeutic 

drugs have been proposed since the early 1970s and extensively investigated and 

tested [71]. Some examples for cancer sensitising are photosensitising through 

sonodynamic therapy (SDT) to increase ROS and induce disruption of the 

mitochondrial membrane integrity [31][58][81][90]; treatment with arsenic trioxide 

[21][27]; reduction of anti-oxidative systems with inhibition of various cellular 

compounds, e.g. the proteasome, DNA methyltransferase, histone deacetylase, 

tyrosine kinases [33][34][35][46][107], targeting mitochondria with gold 
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nanoparticles to induce apoptosis [67]; or induction of heat shock proteins to 

paradoxically increase ROS scavenging [89][105] to name but a few. Oxygen has 

already been proposed as a radio- and chemo-enhancer more than 30 years ago. 

Advances in this field go from in vitro experiments [22][32][86], over small animal 

studies, mainly targeting solid tumours up to clinical studies with patients breathing 

normobaric or hyperbaric oxygen [45][47][55][70][74][78][93].  

 

Since the underlying mechanisms induced by cancer sensitising drugs are 

incompletely understood, it is the great challenge not to harm healthy surrounding 

cells and tissues or even the whole organism with the applied treatment [38]. 

 

 
1.3 Lymphocytic leukemia cell cultures as a model system 

 

When analysing human healthy volunteers as well as cancer patients, intra-

individual differences and varying physiological parameters are interfering with the 

gene transcription, protein expression or metabolic changes. As of today, it is not 

clear how the cancerous cell is reacting when exposed to higher oxygen partial 

pressures, which means that a simpler model system is needed to analyse these 

reactions, that is less susceptible to great variances than human subjects.  

 

The leukemic cell, being a blood cell, has to deal with significant changes in 

oxygen concentration depending on its location (arterial system, venous system, 

various tissues etc.). Altogether, leukocytes are probably subjected to the highest 

diversity in partial pressures of oxygen in the human body.  

 

During the past 50 years, immortalized and to the greatest extent unchanged cell 

cultures have been investigated extensively for molecular changes in all sorts of 

diseases. The cultivation of quickly proliferating leukemic cells allows high 

quantities of protein samples and reproducibility of the experiments. In vitro 

immortalized cell cultures and ex vivo cell cultures are necessary steps to take 

before subjecting animals or patients to un-physiological or putatively harmful 

conditions. 
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For our study design, two human ALL cell lines (Jurkat Clone E-1, a T-cell and 

CCRF-SB, a B-cell) were chosen to be exposed to normobaric hyperoxia and 

analysed for DNA-fragmentation, alteration of mitochondrial function and protein 

expression patterns concerning oxidative stress, nitrosative stress and apoptosis 

induction.  

 

 
1.4 Hyperbaric oxygen vs. normobaric oxygen 

 

Oxygen is probably the most frequently used therapeutic agent and advantages 

and harms of oxygen therapy for the critically ill patient have been extensively 

reviewed [3][4][18][40]. Reports about the beneficial effect of oxygen on some 

types of cancer have been published, but the responsible molecular mechanisms 

are at best speculative and have not been examined in detail [9][12]. There is 

scientific evidence on the use of oxygen treatment for some kinds of cancer, 

however, there is just as much evidence for the damage that might be caused due 

to an over-production of reactive oxygen species (ROS) and reactive nitrogen 

species (RNS), the so called free radicals and the subsequent toxic effects of 

oxygen on the cell.  

 

The use of oxygen during chemotherapy or radiation treatment has been a matter 

of debate for at least 50 years, however most published work does focus on 

hyperbaric oxygenation therapy (HBOT) as a treatment option. The major concern 

with its use in humans in general is a time- and dose-dependent over-production 

of ROS, which can interfere with molecular processes, e.g. increasing DNA 

damage or peroxidising proteins or lipid membranes. The breathing of hyperbaric 

oxygen as well as normobaric pure oxygen (e.g. perioperative, ICU, emergency 

medicine) over a prolonged time will cause toxic pulmonary and neurological 

effects.  

 
Hyperbaric oxygenation 
Wound healing [42][48], late radiation tissue injury [10], necrotizing multi-bacterial 

infections [72][94], CO-poisoning [16][49], gas gangrene, chronic refractory 
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osteomyelitis, mucormycosis, intracranial abscesses, or diabetic foot ulcers [51] 

are only a few examples for hyperbaric oxygen as a treatment option. HBOT is 

evidently beneficial after decompression accidents in SCUBA diving to increase 

tissue pO2 and resolve micro gas bubbles. Hyperoxia has been suggested for 

treatment in neurological disorders; however, randomised control-trials repeatedly 

showed that e.g. stroke patients did not profit from hyperoxia [2][84].  

 

Within the past decade different animal and clinical studies showed that hyperbaric 

oxygen therapy could indeed suppress tumour proliferation. In the follow-up, 

however, tumour growth of individuals treated with oxygen was accelerated 

compared to untreated individuals [75]. HBOT is known to induce ROS and current 

research is focusing on the activation of the immune system that these ROS can 

trigger. Most studies in HBOT research, however, lack a normoxic or normobaric 

control, so a direct comparison of different oxygen partial pressures or ambient air 

conditions is usually not possible. 

 

Normobaric oxygenation 
Inhalation of higher fractions of oxygen is routinely used in critically ill patients in 

intensive care or emergency medicine. Normobaric hyperoxia exposure will 

certainly increase reactive oxygen species (ROS) production, which can evidently 

lead to cell damage, inflammation, and cell death. This risk of tissue damage is 

well described in the lungs, featuring tracheobronchitis, pulmonary oedema, 

atelectasis, or respiratory failure in animal studies as well as critically ill patients 

[44][76]. Then again, oxygen is a multifaceted agent and might lead to more 

favourable adaptive processes, e.g. new generation of erythrocytes through 

erythropoietin induction [8][23], reprogramming of mitochondrial metabolism [101], 

vasoconstriction during vasodilatory shock [44] and a regulation of cellular 

processes and pathways [61][95].  

 

During the past 15 years several studies have investigated if a higher peri-

operative partial pressure of oxygen could be beneficial in patients undergoing 

abdominal surgery, hypothesizing that its anti-microbial properties might minimize 

the wound infection rate [11][104]. In 2009, the PROXI-trial, a cohort study from 

Denmark revealed that there was no significant difference in surgical wound 
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infection between inhaled oxygen of 30% and 80%. However, the same study 

showed that within 30 post-operative days, mortality and respiratory failure 

occurred more often in the group ventilated with higher oxygen fraction. In a 

follow-up of these patients looking for long-term-mortality, the main finding 

suggested that mortality was higher in patients with cancer surgery than the 

mortality in non-cancer patients [64][65] and that the group with higher inhaled 

oxygen fraction was more likely to develop myocardial infarction and heart disease 

[29]. Studies have been proposed to evaluate whether this could be due to the 

influence of nitric oxide (NO) produced during a higher inhaled perioperative 

oxygen partial pressure.  

 

In contrast, the so-called “normobaric oxygen paradox (NOP)” [6][7][8][83] 

describes that during a normobaric hyperoxic stimulus, the healthy cell is exposed 

to enough oxidative stress to increase activity of anti-oxidative systems, e.g. the 

glutathione system, a powerful scavenger of reactive oxygen species (ROS) in the 

human body. Due to this maintained equilibrium of increase in ROS and increase 

of antioxidants in the cell, oxidative stress does not harm the cell during 

normobaric hyperoxia. Upon return to normoxia, the drop in oxygen partial 

pressure will be sensed by the cell as hypoxic stimulus, allowing the activation of 

hypoxic response mechanisms, such as the expression of hypoxia-inducible 

factor-1α (HIF-1α). HIF-proteins are transcription factors for a variety of genes 

connected to neo-vascularization, proliferation, and metabolic shift towards 

glucose metabolism [69][87]. 

In 2011, a hypothesis about the effect of normobaric oxygen on cancer cells was 

published by DeBels et al., proposing that the cancer cell’s ROS levels and thus 

anti-oxidative systems were already at a maximum capacity, so that a hyperoxic 

stimulus could not adapt ROS scavenging activity to the same extent as in the 

normal cell. This would lead to an accumulation of ROS, which could then have 

deleterious effects on the cell’s molecular physiology and might even induce 

apoptosis [23].   

The understanding of underlying mechanisms in cancer cells exposed to 

normobaric oxygen remains incomplete in various ways. It has been shown that in 

healthy volunteers, as well as in some patients with breast cancer, the breathing of 

normobaric oxygen every 48 hours induced the production of erythropoietin (EPO), 
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which, over a longer period, increased the production of reticulocytes. Stuhr et al. 

showed that the growth rate of breast tumours in rats decreased with exposure to 

normobaric oxygen. As EPO is expressed under control of the transcription factor 

HIF-1α and knowing that this transcription factor is responsible for expression of a 

variety of proteins under oxidative stress, it is worth including it in the assessment 

of cultured cell lines under hyperoxia [7][17][24][93]. 

 

Breathing normobaric oxygen could ideally be used to decrease the number of 

chemotherapy sessions needed and/or reduce drug dosage per treatment, thereby 

minimizing side effects for the patient, increasing life expectancy and quality for 

the patient, and make leukemic therapies more cost efficient. 
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1.5 Aims and Objectives 

 

The main objectives of this work were to discover and link alterations in already 

described molecular pathways following exposure to reactive oxygen species 

(ROS) through normobaric hyperoxia compared to normal culturing conditions in 

acute lymphocytic leukemic (ALL) cell lines in vitro.  

As a model I used leukemic cell lines Jurkat, a commercially available ALL T-cell, 

and CCRF-SB, an ALL B-cell and exposed them to two and eighteen hours of 65% 

normobaric hyperoxia aiming to target the following questions: 

 

1. DNA fragmentation is expected after exposure to excess ROS, possibly 

triggering different cell death mechanisms. A comparison of the commonly 

used tail moment, tail migration and tail intensity in the comet assay with 

the recently suggested “yes/no” scoring system showed, whether the 

targeted cells are a suitable model to assess this oxidative stress and 

whether DNA-double strand breaks are elevated after hyperoxic exposure 

compared to normal culturing conditions. 

2. There is strong evidence suggesting that normobaric exposure to hyperoxia 

induces excess ROS in leukemic cells, leading to oxidative stress. I 

measured expression and looked at regulation of oxidative stress indicating 

proteins IκBα, NF-κB, HIF-1α, HO-1 and VEGF to determine if signal 

transduction pathways were altered by hyperoxia when compared to normal 

culturing conditions. 

 

After confirmation of a measurable oxidative stress response to normobaric 

oxygen exposure, the following hypotheses were tested: 

 

3. Proposed molecular functions during hyperoxia in healthy cells not only 

include ROS but also RNS (reactive nitrogen species) production resulting 

from an induction of nitric oxide synthases (NOS). Regulation of endothelial, 

inducible and neuronal NOS were examined after hyperoxia and during a 

recovery period in normoxic culturing conditions hypothesizing that NOS 

expression would be increased as a consequence of ROS over-production. 
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4. Mitochondrial respiratory function is supposingly affected by an excess 

supply of oxygen and over-production of ROS. By assessment of 

respiratory capacities of the mitochondrion after normobaric hyperoxia and 

separate activity of complexes within the mitochondrial electron transfer 

system (ETS), these changes were assessed, expecting an impairment of 

the ETS after hyperoxic exposure. 

5. A possible link between oxygen exposure and apoptosis induction in cancer 

cells was examined by looking at the expression levels of different pro- and 

anti-apoptotic proteins of the intrinsic and extrinsic pathways before, after 

and up to 24h after hyperoxia compared to normoxic culturing conditions. 

As apoptotic pathways in leukemic cells are generally disrupted, and ROS 

are supposed to be down-regulated as a survival factor, an increase of 

ROS within the cell should lead to an activation of pro-apoptotic pathways. 

 

 

Analysing the basic molecular mechanisms in a leukemic cell model and linking 

the pathways will not only impact our understanding of oxidative stress in leukemic 

cells in vitro. There are already various established applications of normobaric 

hyperoxia in medicine, including intensive care, emergency medicine and peri-

operative ventilation with different oxygen partial pressures. Once the regulation of 

pathways in carcinogenic cells is better understood, potential new applications 

may even include transient normobaric hyperoxia as an adjuvant treatment in 

selective cancer therapies.   
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2.  Materials and Methods 

 

2.1 Study design 

Two different time intervals were used for hyperoxic exposure. A short-term 

interval of 2 hours and a long-term interval of 18 hours, after which the cells were 

transferred back into a normal culturing environment (37°C, 21% O2, 5%CO2) to 

recover for up to 24 hours. Fig. 2 shows the experimental protocol for hyperoxia 

exposure including sampling times. 

The decision for a study design in which only two oxygen intervals (2h and 18h) 

were used does not only have practical reasons related to laboratory availability, 

the aim here was to chose one long interval, that would most certainly result in 

measureable molecular changes and one relatively realistic bout of oxygen, as 2h 

is not an uncommon time for peri-operative oxygen exposure. 

The decision for 65% of oxygen concentration was based on two considerations. It 

had been shown before that an increase of fractional oxygen concentration from 

21% to 100% did show a weaker normobaric oxygen paradox effect than exposure 

to 40% O2 [8]. Searching for an O2 concentration between 21% and 100% and 

keeping in mind that normoxia in cell culture does already mimic a hyperoxic 

environment (see 4.3 Limitations), I took the PROXI trial experiments as a 

reference. 30% and 80% peri-operative oxygen was applied during these studies, 

which roughly compares to 21% and 65% in normobaric cell culturing conditions.  

 

 
Fig. 2: Study design exemplary for 2 hours normobaric hyperoxic exposure of leukemic cell 

cultures. 
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2.2 Cell cultures 

Jurkat E6.1 (ECACC, #88042803) and CCRF-SB (ECACC, #89090405) were 

shipped frozen by Sigma Aldrich. Handling of the cell lines including resuscitation 

of frozen cultures, passaging and preparation of frozen stock for storage followed 

general recommendations of the ECACC. The cell suspensions were kept in a 

37°C humidified incubator containing air with 5% CO2. The cultivation medium 

consisted of RPMI1640 supplemented with 1% antibiotics (refobacin, Gibco), 1% 

glutamax (Gibco), 0.5% non-essential amino acids and 10% Foetal Calf Serum 

(FCS, Gibco) for Jurkat cells or 20% FCS for CCRF-SB cells. 

The cell concentrations were counted manually in a Neubauer improved counting 

chamber and did not exceed 106/mL for Jurkat, CCRF-SB were kept at 2*105/mL.  

To keep the nutrient level in the medium and cell concentration in semi-

physiological conditions, medium was partially exchanged with every passage (2-3 

days) for a maximum of 40 passages to minimize the mutation risk within the 

culture. Under sterile conditions cell suspension was transferred into new culturing 

flasks and suspended in cultivation medium in concentrations of 1:2 to 1:4. 

 

2.2.1 Preparation of cell cultures for oxygen exposure 

Before hyperoxic exposure, cells were diluted and transferred in 6-well plates for 

small volumes of cell suspension (<7mL) or diluted in ventilated culture flasks for 

sample volumes between 10mL and 50mL.  

The culture concentration was adjusted to 200.000 cells/mL for CCRF-SB and 

500.000 cells/mL for Jurkat cells 10 hours prior to each experiment.  
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2.2.2 Exposure of cell cultures to normobaric hyperoxia 

Ready samples were transferred into an incubator (HeraCell) connected to a 

source of oxygen and CO2. A partial pressure of oxygen of 0.65bar was achieved 

with an oxygen concentrator (B Cat B.V.) or a 200bar cylinder containing enriched 

air nitrox (EAN67) connected to the incubator with a constant flow of 0.5 L/min.  

The oxygen concentration in the incubator was monitored continuously using the 

oxygen sensor system GOT-100 (Greisinger, AT) and was kept at 65% ± 2% 

throughout all experiments. Temperature and CO2-monitoring was logged from 

internal measurements within the incubator. 

 
 

2.3 Materials 

2.3.1 Laboratory equipment 

• Autoclave 2540EL (Systec, Osnabrück, DE) 

• Biofuge 28RS (Heraeus, Osterode, DE) 

• Electrophoresis chamber Easy Cast Horizontal System Owl B1 (Thermo 

Scientific, Waltham, MA) 

• Electrophoresis Power Supply Consort E835 & EV231 (Sigma-Aldrich, 

Steinheim, DE) 

• ELX 808 Ultra Microplate Reader (BioTek instruments, Inc. Winooski, VT) 

• Eppendorf 5804 R centrifuge (Eppendorf, Hamburg, DE) 

• Flow MSC-Advantage (Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA) 

• Haemofuge (Heraeus, Osterode, DE) 

• Hamilton-Pipettes, various sizes (Hamilton, Reno, NV) 

• Herafreeze Basic -80°C (Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA) 

• Hettich Rotina 38R (Hettich, Bäch, CH) 

• Hypercassettes RPN11645 Amersham (GE Healthcare, Little Chalfont, UK) 

• Ice Machine Scotsman AF80 (Frimont, Milano, IT) 

• Ice Machine Scotsman B-190 (Frimont, Milano, IT) 

• Improved Neubauer ruled counting chamber (Witeg, Wertheim, DE) 

• Incubator C42 (Labotect, Göttingen, DE) 

• Incubator Heracell 150i (Heraeus-Kendo, Osterode, DE) 
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• Labofuge 400R (Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA) 

• Megafuge 1.0R (Heraeus, Osterode, DE) 

• Microliter-Pipettes, volumes 5µL - 2500µL (Eppendorf, Hamburg, DE) 

• Microscope Olympus 40BX (Olympus, DE)  

• Microscope Olympus CKX41SF (Olympus, Shinjuku, JP) 

• Microwave (Bosch, Stuttgart, DE) 

• Mixing Block MB-102 (BIOER, Binjiang District, CN) 

• MP 220 pH-meter (Mettler-Toledo, Greifensee, CH) 

• Orion 2 Star pH Benchtop (Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA) 

• OROBOROS Oxygraph-2k (OROBOROS Instuments, AT) 

• Oxygen Concentrator/High Altitude Generator 6000 (B Cat B.V., Tiel, NL) 

• Photometer GeneQuant pro (Amersham Bioscience/GE Healthcare, Little 

Chalfont, UK) 

• Pipettboy (Hirschmann, DE) 

• Refrigerator Comfort -20°C (Liebherr, Bulle, CH) 

• Refrigerator Premium 4°C (Liebherr, Bulle, CH) 

• Refrigorator Profi Line 4°C/-20°C (Liebherr, Bulle, CH) 

• Scale BP310S (Sartorius, Göttingen, DE) 

• Scale Toledo Excellence (Mettler-Toledo, Greifensee, CH) 

• Scanner FLA-3000 (Fujifilm, Minato, Tokio, JP) 

• Trans-Blot SD Semidry Transfer Cell (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Hercules, CA) 

• Vortexer (Bender & Hobein, Zürich, CH) 

• Warm water bath (GFL, Burgwedel, DE) 

 
Consumables 

• Amersham™ High performance chemoluminescence film (GE Healthcare, 

Little Chalfont, UK) 

• Amersham™ Protran™ Premium Nitrocellulose Blotting Membrane 0.45µm 

NC (GE Healthcare, Little Chalfont, UK) 

• Barrier food wrap (Sarogold® pro, Rorschach, CH) 

• Cell Culture Flasks 25cm3 / 75 cm3 (Sarstedt, Nürmbrecht, DE) 

• Centrifuge tubes 15mL/50mL (Sarstedt, Nürmbrecht, DE) 

• Chromatography paper (Whatman plc, Maidstone, UK) 
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• Cryotubes 1.8mL (Sarstedt, Nürmbrecht, DE) 

• CX-BL+ medical x-ray film (Agfa-Gevaert N.V., Mortsel, BE) 

• Menzel microscopic Slides “Superfrost” and Covers (Thermo Scientific, 

Waltham, MA) 

• Micro-centrifuge tubes 1.5mL, 2.0mL (Eppendorf, Hamburg, DE) 

• Photometer cuvettes (Sarstedt, Nürmbrecht, DE) 

• Pipette Tips, various sizes for microliter pipettes (Eppendorf, Hamburg, DE) 

 
 
2.3.2 Solutions and reagents: 

• 10N HCl for pH adjustments (Sigma-Aldrich Chemie GmbH, Taufkirchen, 

DE) 

• 99.9% Ethanol (Sigma-Aldrich Chemie GmbH, Taufkirchen, DE) 

• Ampuwa Plastipur (Fresenius Medical Care, Bad Homburg, DE) 

• deionized H2O, own production 

• EDTA (sc-29092, santa cruz biotechnology, Dallas, TX) 

• Methanol (Sigma-Aldrich Chemie GmbH, Taufkirchen, DE) 

• NaCl (sc-29108, santa cruz biotechnology, Dallas, TX) 

• PBS - Phosphate Buffered Saline (Gibco/Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA) 

• SDS (Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA) 

• Tris (sc-3715, santa cruz biotechnology, Dallas, TX) 

 

Cell culture handling 

• DMSO – dimethyl sulfoxide (Merck, Darmstadt, DE) 

• Foetal Calf Serum (Invitrogen, Auckland, US) 

• GlutaMAX (Invitrogen/Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA) 

• Non-Essential Amino Acids – NEAA (Invitrogen/Thermo Scientific, 

Waltham, MA) 

• Refobacin (Gibco/Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA) 

• RPMI1640 cell culture medium (Biochrom AG, Berlin, DE) 

• Trypan Blue Staining Solution 0.4% (Sigma-Aldrich Chemie GmbH, 

Taufkirchen, DE) 
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Total cell lysate for western blot 

• RIPA Lysis Buffer #89900 (Pierce Biotechnology, Rockford, IL) 

o 1% Halt Protease Inhibitor Cocktail #78410  

o 1% Halt Phosphatase Inhibitor Cocktail #78420 

 

Nuclear preparation (NP-40) 

• 10% Nonidet P-40 in H2O 

• Buffer A (10mM Tris pH 7.9, 10mM KCl, 0.1mM EDTA, 0.1M EGTA, 1mM 

DTT, 10 pg/mL aprotinin, 1 µg/mL pepstatin, 0.5mM PMSF) 

• Buffer B (20mM Tris pH 7.9, 400mM NaCl, 1mM EDTA, 1mM EGTA, 1mM 

DTT, 10 pg/mL aprotinin, 1 µg/mL pepstatin, 0.5 mM PMSF) 

 

Adjustment of protein concentration 

• Bio-Rad protein assay dye reagent concentrate #500-0006 (Bio-Rad 

laboratories) 

• EMSA buffer (10x): 100mM Tris-HCl pH 7.9, 500mM NaCl, 10mM EDTA, 

10mM DTT, 20% Glycerol, 100µg BSA 

• SDS-PAGE sample buffer (2x): Tris-HCl 260 mM, pH 8.0, 40% (v/v) 

glycerol, 9.2% (w/v) SDS, 0.04% bromophenol blue and 2-mercaptoethanol, 

ad dH2O 

• SDS-PAGE sample buffer (2x): 12.5mL Tris-HCl pH6.8, 15.87mL Gylcerol, 

6g SDS, 8mL ß-MSH, 0.05% bromphenol blue, ad 100mL dH2O. 

 

SDS-polyacrylamide-gel-electrophoresis 

• Upper buffer (for collecting gel): 0.5M Tris (90.85g), 4% SDS (2.0g), ad 

500mL dH2O, pH6.8, 4°C 

• Lower buffer (for separation gel): 1.5M Tris, 0.4% SDS, ad dH2O, pH8.8, 

4°C 

• Running Buffer 1L (10x): 142,4g Glycin, 30.3g Tris, 10g SDS, ad dH2O 

• Acrylamide Bis Solution 30% w/v 10687.01 (Serva Electrophoresis GmbH, 

Heidelberg, DE) 

• TEMED (Fluka Chemie AG, Buchs, CH) 

• APS  (Sigma-Aldrich Chemie GmbH, Taufkirchen, DE) 
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• SDS Gels (ingredients for 3 gels): 
 Collecting Gel 

4.5% 

Separation Gel 

5% 

Separation Gel 

10% 

Separation Gel 

15% 

Buffer 2.5mL (upper) 5.0mL (lower) 5.0mL (lower) 5.0mL (lower) 

Acrylamide 1.5mL 3.5mL 6.65mL 10mL 

dH2O 5.89mL 11.39mL 8.24mL 4.89mL 

TEMED 10µL 10µL 10µL 10µL 

APS 100µL 100µL 100µL 100µL 

 

• Molecular Weight Marker “Precision Plus Protein Standards” (#161-0375, 

Bio-Rad Laboratories,) 

• LPS (Sigma-Aldrich Chemie GmbH, Taufkirchen, DE) 

• CoCl2 (Sigma-Aldrich Chemie GmbH, Taufkirchen, DE) 

• Blotting buffer (1x): 3g Tris-HCl, 14g Glycine, 200mL methanol, ad 1000mL 

dH2O 

• TBS (10x): 24.2g Tris-Hcl, 80g NaCl, ad 1000mL dH2O 

• TBS (1x): 100mL TBS (10x); ad 1000mL dH2O 

 

Antibody detection  

• TBS-buffer: 100mL TBS (10x), ad 1000mL dH2O, 1mL Tween-20 

• 1st antibody dilution (TBS-buffer, 5% BSA, 4°C) 

• 5% Milk (100mL TBS-buffer, 5g milk powder) 

• Blotto B (TBS-buffer, 1% BSA, 1% milk/milk powder, 4°C) 

• Developer solution (casp-8): WesternBright™ Sirius K-12043-D10 

(Advansta, Menlo Park, CA) 

• Developer solution: LumiGlo (R) Reagent A (20x) (Cell Signaling 

Technology, Danvers, MA) 

• Developer solution: Peroxide Reagent B (20x) (Cell Signaling Technology, 

Danvers, MA) 

• Fixator solution (Cell Signaling Technology, Danvers, MA) 

A list of primary and secondary antibodies for western blotting as well as 

according positive controls can be found in table 3 (p. 33). 
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Electrophoretic mobility shift assay (EMSA) 

• EMSA buffer (10mM Hepes; 50mM KCl; 0.1mM EDTA; 1mM DTT; 10% 

Glycerol) 

• 7% Agarose Gel (36.25mL dH2O; 8.75mL Acrylamide; 5.0mL 10xTBE; 

500µL APS; 50µL TEMED) 

• Fixation solution for Gel (15% MeOH, 5% Glycerol, 5% glacial acetic acid, 

diluted in dH2O) 

• Oligonucleotide NF-κB HIV site and consensus HIV site without 32P-labeling 

(Invitrogen) 

• NF-κB (Santa Cruz, sc-2549) unspecific nucleotide 

(GGGCTGCTTGAGGAAGTATAAGAA) 

• NF-1 (Santa Cruz, sc-2553) consensus label 

(TTTTGGATTGAAGCCAATATGATAA) 

• Mastermix for 50 lanes (5.1µL Oligo c, 25µL 0.5 DTT, 50µL 1xdIdc, 50µL 

1xEMSA, 119.0µL dH2O) 

• 3.7 MBq (100µCi) SRP-401 [γ-32P] ATP (Hartmann Analytic #183112) 

• NF-κB scp65 labeling solution (3.6µL oligo; 2µL buffer, 8.4µL dH2O, 5µL 

JATP, 1µL kinase) 

• NF-κB consensus oligonucleotide sc-2505 in solution (1µL oligo; 2µL buffer, 

11µL dH2O, 5µL JATP, 1µL kinase) 

• LumiGLO ® Reagent A (20x) and Peroxide Reagent B (20x) 7003S (Cell 

Signaling Technology, Danvers, MA) 

• QIAquick Nucleotide Removal Kit (QIAGEN, Venlo, NL). 

 
High-resolution respirometry 

• MIR05 respiration medium (0.5mM EGTA, 3mM MgCl2.6H2O, 60mM K-

Lactobionate, 20mM Taurine, 10mM KH2PO4, 20mM HEPES, 110mM 

Sucrose, 1g BSA, 0.5% Trypan Blue, stored at -20°C) 
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SUIT protocol reactants  
(Sigma-Aldrich Chemie GmbH, Taufkirchen, DE) 

• Antimycine a, 5mM  

• Cytochrome c, 4mM  

• Digitonin, 1.62mM  

• FCCP (carbonylcyanide-4-(trifluoromethoxy)phenylhydrazone), 1mM  

• Glutamate, 2M  

• Malate, 0.08M  

• Oligomycin, 0.8M  

• Rotenone, 2mM  

• Succinate, 1M  

 
Single cell gel electrophoresis (comet assay) 

• alkaline electrophoresis buffer (300mM NaOH, 1mM Na2EDTA) 

• DMSO (Merck, Darmstadt, DE) 

• ethidiumbromide staining solution 20µg/mL (Carl Roth, Karlsruhe, DE)  

• LMP-Agarose 5mg/mL PBS (Sigma-Aldrich Chemie GmbH, Taufkirchen, 

DE) 

• MEEO-Agarose 1.5% (Merck, Darmstadt, DE) 

• neutralization buffer (48.5 mg/mL Tris-Base) 

• Triton-X-100 (Sigma-Aldrich Chemie GmbH, Taufkirchen, DE) 

 
Enzyme linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) 

• VEGF-A Platinum ELISA kit (BMS277/2, eBioscience, Inc. San Diego, CA) 
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2.3.3 Software 

• Aida Image Analyzer for Windows v.3.12 (Raytest Isotopenmessgeräte 

GmbH, Straubenhardt, DE) 

• Axio Vision (Zeiss, Oberkochen, DE) 

• BAS Reader 3.14 (Fujifilm, Minato, Tokio, JP) 

• Comet Assay IV (Perceptive Instruments Ltd., Bury St Edmunds, UK) 

• DatLab 4.0® (OROBOROS Instruments, AT) 

• ImageJ© 1.46 R (National Institute of Health, US) 

• MS Office 2011 for Mac  

• Prism 7.0 for Mac OS X (GraphPad® Software Inc., La Jolla, CA, US) 

• Zotero 4.0.28.8 (George Masson University, Fairfax, VA) 
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2.4 Methods 

 

2.4.1 Cell culture viability testing with trypan blue staining 

The viability of both cell lines was examined using 0,4% trypan blue staining 

solution (dilution 4:1). After 1 minute of incubation, 10µL of this suspension were 

transferred to a Neubauer improved counting chamber and the number of healthy 

cells (no coloration) and dead cells (blue membrane) was counted. Percentage of 

viable cells in the culture was calculated and monitored throughout all experiments 

and culturing. Cultures in which the viability dropped below 95% were excluded 

from further experiments. 

 

2.4.2 Alkaline comet assay 

Existence and intensity of DNA double strand breaks was assessed using single 

cell gel electrophoresis of cell cultures before (control) and at the end of hyperoxic 

exposure (2h+0, 18h+0), and after allowing 6 hours of recovery (2h+6, 18h+6). 

Following cell counting, 104 cells were diluted in low melting point (LMP-)agarose 

and subjected to MEEO-agarose covered microscopic slides. Production of 

microscopic slides, denaturation, electrophoresis and neutralization followed the 

protocols in Gröger 2007 [39]. 

Slide preparation time did not exceed 10 minutes from sampling time until transfer 

into comet assay lysis solution (89mL lysis stock solution, 10mL DMSO, 1mL 

Triton-X-100, 4°C, dark) to minimize the chance of DNA repair onset.  

 

Alkali-denaturation and electrophoresis 
After a 24h-lysis the slides were placed horizontally in a 12-space electrophoresis 

chamber, DNA was denatured in alkaline buffer (pH>13, 4°C, dark) for 30 minutes 

and the denatured DNA fragments were separated using electrophoresis (25V, 

300mA) without exchange of the alkaline buffer. 
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Neutralization 
After electrophoresis, slides were neutralized 3 times for 5 minutes in 

neutralization buffer, rinsed with deionised water (dH2O) and quickly placed in 

99,8% ethanol cuvettes for dehydration. Slides were dried for 48h in the dark 

before microscopic analysis. 

 

Fluorescence microscopy 
For visualization, the slides were coated with 20µL ethidiumbromide-solution 

(20µg/mL) and viewed in 400-fold magnification under a fluorescence microscope 

Olympus BX41 using a stimulation wavelength of 450nm-560nm and a band-

elimination filter of 590nm. 

The analysis of the comet assay included four different parameters; tail moment, 

tail intensity, and tail migration were calculated from Comet Assay IV software 

from 200 cell nuclei per slide and the yes/no (Y/N) scoring system corresponding 

to Witte et al. 2014 [103] was performed manually in the same 200 nuclei, visually 

distinguishing cells with obvious DNA-fragmentation independent of intensity 

(comet formation, see fig. 3A) from those without any visible DNA-fragmentation 

(no comet formation, see fig. 3B). 

 

 

 
Fig. 3: Detection of DNA-fragmentation after single cell gel electrophoresis using fluorescent 

microscopy with software Comet Assay IV which quantifies tail length, tail migration and tail 

intensity and calculates the tail moment from these values. (A) No visible DNA-fragmentation: no in 

the Yes/No scoring system. (B) High visible DNA-fragmentation: yes in the Yes/No scoring system. 
  

!

A B 
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2.4.3 High-resolution respirometry 

The effect of normobaric hyperoxic exposure (section 2.1 study design) on 

mitochondrial respiratory activity in cultured cells Jurkat and CCRF-SB was 

assessed using the Oxygraph-2k (OROBOROS Instruments, AT).  

 

Electrode calibration to ambient air and instrumental background  
Chambers were filled with 2mL of pre-heated (37°C) MIR05 respiration medium. 

The clark-type electrodes were then calibrated in a two-point calibration with 0% 

and 21% O2 (ambient air) for 30 minutes.  

 

Preparation of cultured cells 
Cell concentration was adjusted 10 hours prior the experiments. For the 

measurements cells were then washed in PBS twice, centrifuged (1000rpm/5 min.) 

and the pellet was resuspended in pre-heated (37°C) MIR05 respiration medium in 

a concentration of 2.5*106 cells/mL.  

 

Substrate-Uncoupler-Inhibitor Titration (SUIT) protocol 
The complete SUIT-protocol is shown in table 1 (p. 29). Following 

recommendations of Pesta and Gnaiger [77], the basic SUIT-protocol was started 

by measuring the three coupling states routine respiration (R), leak state (L) and 

un-/non-coupled ETS capacity (E) in the intact cell. In these measurements 

mitochondrial respiration is solely supported by endogenous substrates. In the 

next step the cell’s plasma membrane was permeabilised with digitonin (Dig) 

leaving the mitochondria unaffected and accessible for exogenous substrates and 

inhibitors. This allowed stimulation of complex I (NADH-dehydrogenase) with 

excess titration of malate and glutamate, followed by addition of cytochrome c (Cyt 

c) to test whether the outer mitochondrial membrane was still intact. The combined 

respiratory activity of complex I and complex II (succinate-dehydrogenase) was 

assessed with titration of succinate (Suc) before selectively blocking complex I 

with rotenone (Rot) yielding the sole activity of complex II.  
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Table 1: Protocol of substrates, uncouplers and inhibitors titration (SUIT) affecting the 

mitochondrial electron transfer system (ETS) in chronological order of injection with concentrations 

and titration volume in µL optimized for one 2mL-chamber of the OROBOROS Oxygraph-2k. 

[FCCP] – uncoupler carbonylcyanide-4-(trifluoromethoxy)phenylhydrazone; [MIR05] - respiration 

medium optimized for OROBOROS Oxygraph-2k; [OXPHOS] oxidative phosphorylation; [ROX] – 

residual oxygen consumption. 

 
 

Table 2: Parameters deduced from the SUIT-protocol in table 1.  

[ETS] – electron transport system; [NADH] – reduced form of nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide 
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The last step was addition of antimycine a (Ant a), which blocked complex III 

(cytochrome bc1), leaving the residual non-mitochondrial oxygen consumption 

(ROX), which was subtracted from all other measurements. Table 2 gives an 

overview of the parameters deduced from the SUIT protocol (table 1). 

After each experiment, cell suspension was harvested from the OROBOROS 

Oxygraph-2k chambers and stored at -80°C for determination of protein content. 

 
Chemical and physiological cleaning protocol  
After SUIT protocols utilizing inhibitors Olg, Dig, Rot and Ant a, it proved useful to 

add untreated highly concentrated cell suspensions (107 cells/mL) or homogenized 

tissue (heart, kidney) samples from unrelated animal experiments for up to 10 

minutes to scavenge inhibitor residues before applying the following cleaning 

protocol.  

Under constant stirring, used chambers were washed three times with 99% 

ethanol for 5 minutes, then twice with 70% ethanol for 15 minutes and 5 minutes 

with dH2O. Syringes were rinsed with 99% ethanol and dH2O repeatedly. 

After three additional quick rinses with dH2O, respiration medium MIR05 (37°C) 

was added and chambers were closed for a minimal duration of 5 minutes to allow 

temperature equilibration and oxygen calibration before the next experiment.  
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2.4.4 Western blot 

Protein expression in lymphocytic cell lines Jurkat Clone E.1 and CCRF-SB was 

measured using SDS-PAGE gel electrophoresis following western blot. 

 
Preparation of total cell lysate 
Cell culture suspension was harvested from exposed culture flasks or 6-well 

plates, washed with PBS (dilution 1:2) and centrifuged three times at 1.000rpm at 

4°C for 5 min.  

Supernatant was discarded and the pellet according to size was resuspended in 

50-150µL RIPA-lysis buffer, transferred into a sterile micro-centrifuge tube and 

incubated for 30min. at 4°C under occasional vortexing. After centrifugation at 

14.000rpm for 20min. the supernatant (total cell lysate) was transferred with a 

micropipette to a sterile cryo-tube and labelled for storage in -80°C. 

 

Adjustment of protein concentration 
The protein concentration of each sample was assessed photometrically at 595nm 

and then adjusted to 40µg/20µL with EMSA-buffer. The sample was then diluted 

1:1 in sample buffer (2x), denatured for 10 minutes at 95°C and stored in -20°C. 

 
SDS-polyacrylamide-gel-electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) 
For immunoblotting, 40 µg of protein lysate in sample buffer, corresponding 

positive controls and the protein standard were loaded onto SDS-PAGE 

acrylamide gels. Electrophoresis was started with 90V and changed after 15 

minutes to 180V for additional 45 minutes. 

 

Semi-dry western blot 
Separated proteins were transferred from the acrylamide-gel to a nitrocellulose 

membrane (Hybond-P PVDF, Amersham Bioscience) using a semi-dry-blotter 

(BioRad) for 1h at 20V. Residual binding sites on the membrane were blocked by 

incubation in TBS-buffer. Equal loading of proteins was confirmed by reversible 

ponceau-staining.  
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Antibody reaction 
Nitrocellulose membranes were probed over night with protein-specific primary 

antibodies (see table 3) followed by incubation with a secondary antibody for 1h. 

Membranes were washed with TBS buffer three times, transferred to 

hypercassettes and visualized with an ECL plus detection system (Amersham 

Biosciences) following recommendations of the distributor. For quantification of 

loaded protein content, the same blots were later subjected to either actin (for 

lower molecular weight proteins) or vinculin (for proteins with a molecular weight 

>120kDa). 

 
Positive controls 
For each cell line, additional samples were incubated with apoptosis-inducing or 

ROS-increasing substances to verify the functionality of the primary antibodies. 

Total cell lysates were prepared and added to the according acrylamide gels. The 

substances used for each antibody are listed in table 3. 

 

Densometric analysis 
The blots on ECL-membrane were scanned, transformed in 8-bit color images and 

pixel density per area of detected protein lanes was quantified with open source 

software imageJ©.  

 

Normalisation of densometrical data 
Each value of protein content was normalized to a protein control on the same gel. 

Actin was used for low molecular weight and vinculin for higher molecular weight 

proteins. The calculated value was then normalized to their normoxic control 

values. The method of normalization is a variation of Degasperi et al. [25] aiming 

for the most accurate, yet semi-quantitative analysis of protein expression. 
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Table 3: List of primary and secondary antibodies for immunoblotting with positive controls  

Abbreviations: [Bax] – Bcl-2-associated X-protein; [Bcl-XL] – B-cell lymphoma-related protein, extra 

large; [eNOS] – endothelial NOS; [HIF-1α] – Hyperoxia-inducible factor 1 alpha; [HO-1] – heme-

oxygenase I; [HRP] – horse radish peroxidase; [IgG] – immuneglobuline G; [IκBα] – inhibitor of 

nuclear factor kappa-light-chain-enhancer of activated B-cells, alpha; [iNOS] – inducible NOS;  

[kDa] – kilo Dalton; [LPS] – lipopolysaccharides; [NOS] – nitric oxide synthase; [nNOS] – neuronal 

NOS; 

Protein 
(molecular 

weight) 

Primary antibody 
(over night in 1st 

antibody dilution) 

HRP-conjugated 2nd 
antibodies 

(incubation 1h) 

Positive control 
(incubation time, 
concentration) 

Bax (20kDa) cs #2772S (1:1000) anti-rabbit IgG, cell signaling 
#7074 (1:2000 in Blotto B) 

Staurosporine (4h), 
LPS 0.1mM 

Bcl-XL (30kDa) cs #2764 (1:2000) anti-rabbit IgG, cell signaling 
#7074 (1:2000 in 5% milk) 

Staurosporine (4h), 
LPS 0.1mM 

Cleaved caspase-3 
(17/19kDa) 

cs #9661L (1:500) anti-rabbit IgG, cell signaling 
#7074 (1:2000 in Blotto B) 

Staurosporine (4h) 

Cleaved caspase-8 
(18/43/55kDa) 

cs #9496 (1:1000) anti-rabbit IgG, cell signaling 
#7074 (1:2000 in Blotto B) 

Staurosporine (4h); 
Cyclohex 

eNOS/NOS Type 
III (140kDa) 

BD610298 (1:1000) anti-rabbit IgG, cell signaling 
#7074 (1:2000 in Blotto B) 

LPS 0.1mM 

iNOS/NOS Type II 
(130kDa) 

BD610333 (1:1000) anti-rabbit IgG, cell signaling 
#7074 (1:2000 in Blotto B) 

LPS 0.1mM 

iNOS/NOS Type II 
(155kDa) 

cs #2977 (1:1000) anti-rabbit IgG, cell signaling 
#7074 (1:2000 in Blotto B) 

LPS 0.1mM 

nNOS/NOS Type I 
(155kDa) 

BD610311 (1:1000) anti-rabbit IgG, cell signaling 
#7074 (1:2000 in Blotto B) 

LPS 0.1mM 

HIF-1α (132kDa) NB #100-479SS 
(1:1000) Novus 
Biologicals 

anti-mouse IgG, cell signaling 
#7076 (1:10000 in Blotto B) 

CoCl2 (4h, 10mM) 

HIF-1α (132kDa) HIF-1α (H1α-67) 
Santa Cruz 
#sc53546 (1:1000) 

anti-mouse IgG, cell signaling 
#7076 (1:10000 in Blotto B) 

CoCl2 (4h, 10mM) 

HIF-1α (132kDa)  HIF-1α (H-206) 
Santa Cruz 
#sc10790 (1:1000) 

goat anti-rabbit IgG, Santa 
Cruz Sc2004 (1:15000 in 
Blotto B) 

CoCl2 (4h, 10mM) 

HIF-1α  (132kDa) HIF-1α Cell Signaling 
#3716 rabbit  

anti-rabbit IgG, cell signaling 
#7074 (1:2000 in Blotto B) 

CoCl2 (4h, 10mM) 

IκBα (35-41kDa) sc371 (1:2000) anti-rabbit IgG, cell signaling 
#7074 (1:2000 in Blotto B) 

LPS 0.1mM 

HO-1 (32kDa) abcam EP1391Y, 
ab52947 (1:2000) 

anti-rabbit IgG, cell signaling 
#7074 (1:2000 in Blotto B) 

H2O2 (3h, 0.25mM) 
ONOO- 

HO-1-2 (32kDa) ADi-OSA-111, mAb 
(1:2000) 

anti-mouse IgG, cell signaling 
#7076 (1:10000 in Blotto B) 

H2O2 (3h, 0.25mM) 

Actin (43kDa) sc-1615 (C-11) anti-goat IgG (1:50000 BB) - 
 

Vinculin (132kDa) sc-73614 (H-300) anti-mouse IgG (1:5000 1st ab) - 
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2.4.5 Electrophoretic mobility shift assay (EMSA) for NF-κB detection 

 

Nuclear protein extraction 
1x106 cells were centrifuged for 30 sec. at 7000rpm, supernatant was removed 

and the pellet resuspended in 200µL buffer A. After 15 minutes of incubation on 

ice, 25µL 10% Nonidet P-40 were added, the suspension was vortexed for 10 

seconds and centrifuged at maximum speed and room temperature for 30 

seconds. On ice, the supernatant was removed and the nuclei-pellet was 

resuspended in 50µL of buffer B and shaken for one hour at 4°C. After 

centrifugation of 5 minutes at 4°C, supernatant was transferred into a new micro-

centrifuge tube on ice, aliquots of 10µL gently mixed supernatant were stored in a 

-80°C freezer for later use. Protein concentration for the experiments was adjusted 

photometrically as described in section 2.4.4 Western Blot. 
 

Radioactive labelling of the nuclear samples 
To anneal the two single strands of oligonucleotide HIV κB-Site, 1µg/µL of the 

original nucleotide were suspended in 10mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0). 10µL of both, 

sense- and reverse-sequence, were incubated together with 80µL dH2O in a 94°C 

water bath. After return to room temperature, protein samples were labelled with 

the double strand oligonucleotide by adding 0.5µL Klenow DNA-polymerase I, 

unlabelled dATP, dGTP, dTTP (each with 0.5mM), 5µL α32P-CTP (corresponds to 

50µCi), 2µL Eco Pol buffer and dH2O to a final volume of 20µL. The reaction was 

stopped after 30 minutes at 25°C and the newly synthesized oligonucleotides were 

purified according to manufacturers’ instructions of the QIAquick Nucleotide 

Removal Kit (Qiagen). 

 

Electrophoretic mobility shift assay 
The 32P-labeled oligonucleotides were loaded onto a 4% polyacrylamide gel and 

transferred to an electrophoresis chamber. After an initial equilibration interval (30 

minutes at 100V), electrophoresis was performed at 200V for 3 hours. NF-κB 

protein, labelled with the oligonucleotide, is expected to have a slower 

electrophoretic mobility and to move slower in the electromagnetic field than the 

oligonucleotide or the unlabelled samples alone. Following electrophoresis, the gel 
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was transferred into fixation solution, then watered for 10 minutes and laid on 

Whatman® paper to be tried at 80°C for 1 hour in a vacuum dryer.  

The dried acrylamide gel was exposed to Agfa-Cronex-5-film and stored at -80°C 

for up to three days.  

 

Densometrical analysis with phosphor imaging 
For quantification of the radioactive labelled NF-κB, dried polyacrylamide gels 

were transferred to imaging plates and incubated for 4 hours in room temperature. 

The β-radiation of the 32P-labeled sample induces an electron transfer onto the 

crystal structure of the imaging plate where they are retained. The plates are 

stimulated with a 600nm laser and the emitted light (400nm) can be detected and 

quantified in the unit PSL (photo stimulated luminescence). Radioactive 

background activity was subtracted from all results. 

 

 
2.4.6 Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) for detection of 

vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) in Jurkat T-cells 

 

Quantitative sandwich ELISA was used to measure human VEGF-A in Jurkat cells 

after 18 hours of oxygen exposure. For each sampling, 4mL of cell culture were 

centrifuged at 1300rpm for 15 minutes. The supernatant was collected and 

transferred onto 96-well plates following instructions of the VEGF-A Platinum 

ELISA kit (eBioscience). Spectrophotometrical analysis was performed at 450nm 

in the ELX 808 Ultra Microplate Reader (BioTek instruments). 
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2.5 Statistical analysis 

Unless noted otherwise, all statistical analyses were performed with the software 

GraphPad® Prism 7.0, given a definition of statistical significance of p<0.05. In the 

figures in the result section significant changes were indicated as follows:  

* p<0.05; ** p<0.01; *** p<0.001.  

 

2.5.1 Comet assay 

Although tail moment, tail intensity and tail migration of the comet assay values 

were not always following a Gaussian distribution (D’Agostino Pearson omnibus 

normality test) mainly due to the undamaged nuclei not showing any comet 

(repeatedly value 0.00), data was analysed following the recommendations of 

Møller and Loft (2014) using one-way ANOVA corrected for Bonferroni’s multiple 

comparisons test with a single pooled variance [68].  

 

2.5.2 High-resolution respirometry 

Data from DatLab4®-software (OROBOROS instruments, AT) was exported to 

excel where all oxygen flux values were adjusted by subtraction of non-

mitochondrial oxygen consumption (ROX, flux after titration of antimycin a). 

Routine Respiration (R), Leak State (L), Non-coupled ETS state (E), as well as 

activity of electron transport system complexes I, II and combined complex activity 

I+II were determined for each experiment. Additionally, summed activity of 

separate complexes I and II was calculated. The net routine flux ratio (NRR = [R-

L]/E), uncoupling control ratio (UCR = R/E), and leak control ratio (LCR = L/E) 

were calculated in excel. The final set of data was then transferred to Graphpad® 

Prism 7.0 for further analysis and data presentation. 

Given the small sample sizes (minimum repetitions per exposure n=8), the non-

parametric Kruskal-Wallis test was performed for each data set with Dunn’s 

multiple comparisons test post-hoc in which all values were compared to pre-

exposure values (control). 
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2.5.3 Western blot and electrophoretic mobility shift assay 

Experiments were repeated independently at least 3 times (see figure legends in 

result section for exact number of repetitions per experiment) and measured 

densities for each time point were normalized to protein content (actin or vinculin, 

respectively). These were then normalized to control values in normoxic 

conditions. Data sets are presented in % of normoxic control values. 

The percentages were calculated in GraphPad® Prism and tested for normality 

using the Shapiro Wilk test and all groups were compared to a theoretical median 

of 100 in the Wilcoxon signed rank test. Although some protein data sets were 

normally distributed, each of them was subjected to the Kruskal-Wallis test given 

the small sample sizes between n=3 and n=8. Dunn’s multiple comparisons test 

was applied post-hoc. 

 

2.5.4 Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) 

Experiments were repeated independently 6 times and colorimetrical data for each 

time point under hyperoxia was normalized to normoxic control values. 

Percentages transferred to GraphPad® Prism were subjected to a Kruskal-Wallis 

test given the small sample size. Dunn’s multiple comparisons test was applied 

post-hoc. 
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3.  Results 

 

3.1 Viability during cell culturing and exposure protocols 

The viability of the cell cultures was assessed right before every passage, prior to 

and during each experiment. Samples of the cultures were stained with trypan 

blue solution (0.4%) and quantified in a Neubauer improved counting chamber. 

Viability decreased significantly with culturing times exceeding 8 weeks, so 

passages were limited to 40 after unfreezing and cultures with viability below 95% 

were not used in experiments.  

No significant changes in viability were found after application of the oxygen 

exposure protocols (data not shown) indicating that sudden cell death or necrosis 

could be ruled out at the chosen sample times (Fig. 2). 

 

3.2 DNA-fragmentation 

3.2.1 Elevated DNA-fragmentation in cancerous cell lines 

Calculation of tail moments, tail intensities and tail migration as well as the Yes/No 

scoring method was performed in all exposure schemes (see fig. 2). All 

comparisons pre-post exposure to oxygen with Y/N-scoring failed to show 

significant differences where calculations of tail intensities, tail moments and tail 

migration revealed obvious alterations. An exemplary demonstration of these 

discrepancies is shown in fig. 4 for Jurkat after 18 hours of hyperoxic exposure.  

 

 

Fig. 4: Effect of normobaric hyperoxia on comet assay calculations exemplary shown in leukemic 

T-cell line Jurkat after 18h oxygenation, n=6 with 200 cells per experiment. From left to right the 

graphs show tail moment, tail intensity, and tail migration as well as the yes/no scoring method 

(right) presented in mean+SD, one-way ANOVA, Bonferroni’s multiple comparisons test (compared 

groups indicated with lines) with a single pooled variance, level of significance p < 0.05.  
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Basal DNA-fragmentation in both cell lines was 15-fold higher than in healthy 

extracted lymphocytes in identical culturing conditions. (Results from unrelated 

project for tail moment calculations, data not shown here). This effect was 

comparable in all experimental settings. 
 

 

3.2.2 Comet assay tail moments in leukemic cells  

 

 
Fig. 5: Effect of normobaric hyperoxia on comet assay tail moments in leukemic B-cell line CCRF-

SB (A+B) and T-cell line Jurkat (C+D) after short-term exposure (2 hours, left side) and long-term 

exposure (18 hours, right side) to 65% of oxygen, n=4 with 200 cells per experiment. Bars show tail 

moment values (arbitrary unit) of controls, and changes immediately after exposure (2h+0; 18h+0), 

and after recovery of 6h (2h+6; 18h+6) and 24h (2h+24; 18h+24) in normoxic conditions (21% O2). 

Values presented in mean+SD, one-way ANOVA, Bonferroni’s multiple comparisons test with a 

single pooled variance, level of significance p < 0.05. 
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Given the similar changes of tail moments, tail intensities and tail migration (see 

fig. 4), only the most referenced method, namely change of tail moments is 

displayed for all results. Figure 5 shows graphs of B- and T-cells before (control) 

and right after exposure as well as after recovery for 6 and 24 hours respectively. 

All p-values relate to comparison of control and post-exposure values.  

It is obvious that the T-cell line (C/D) shows a delayed reaction in DNA-

fragmentation to short- as well as long-term oxygenation, while the B-cell line (A/B) 

shows a peak in DNA-fragmentation right after short exposure, and a prolonged 

increase right after and up to 6 hours after long-term exposure. With both 

protocols, the B-cell completely recovers to pre-exposure values within 24 hours. 

 
 
 
3.3 Protein expression of oxidative stress markers  

The expression of IκBα (inhibitor of nuclear factor κappa-light-chain-enhancer of 

activated B-cells, αlpha), NF-κB (nuclear factor – κappa B), HIF-1α (hypoxia-

inducible factor-1alpha) and the heat-shock protein HO-1 (heme oxygenase-1) as 

markers of oxidative stress were assessed using western blot or electrophoretic 

mobility shift assay. VEGF (vascular endothelial growth factor) analyses were 

additionally performed for Jurkat T-cells after long-term exposure with ELISA 

(Enzyme Linked ImmunoSorbent Assay). 

The study design (Fig. 2) was applied. Figures 6-10 show expression levels of 

proteins normalized to protein content of actin for low molecular weight proteins 

and vinculin for higher molecular weight proteins. Protein expression levels are 

presented as percentage of unexposed cells from normoxic conditions (Control = 

100%).  
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IκBα 
IκBα (inhibitor of nuclear factor kappa-light-chain-enhancer of activated B-cells, 

αlpha) was detectable with western blot and is consequently expressed in both 

examined cell lines. In the CCRF-SB cell experiments (fig. 6A) a Kruskal-Wallis 

test revealed significant distribution patterns of the data (p=0.0141), however, a 

post-hoc analysis did not show significant differences between the groups. When 

compared to a theoretical median of 100, only the 2h+24 measurement was 

significant (p=0.0312). Altogether, the B-cells showed an immediate decrease of 

IκBα after both exposures and a delayed increase during the 24 hours recovery 

interval.  

During the hyperoxic exposures in Jurkat T-cells, no significant changes in IκBα 

levels were observed, the increase 24 hours after both exposures was statistically 

not significant (n=6).  

 
   

 
Fig. 6: Expression of IκBα (inhibitor of nuclear factor kappa-light-chain-enhancer of activated B-

cells, αlpha) in CCRF-SB B-cells (A) and Jurkat T-cells (B) after 2 hours short-term and 18 hours 

long-term exposure to 65% oxygen, n=6. Displayed are expression levels as % of pre-exposure 

value (Control), presented in median ± interquartile range, Kruskal-Wallis test, Dunn’s correction for 

multiple comparisons, level of significance p<0.05. [*] compared to theoretical median of 100 with 

Wilcoxon signed rank test. 
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Nuclear factor – κappa B (NF-κB) 
The expression patterns of transcription factor NF-κB in B-cell line CCRF-SB are 

presented in fig. 7A. After hyperoxic exposure, the cells were not significantly 

affected; after long-term exposure, however, there was a visible, yet reversible 

decrease in NF-κB after 6 hours. 

Jurkat T-cell results (Fig. 7B) suggest that the expression of NF-κB was more 

affected by short-term oxygenation and recovered quickly to control values, yet 

none of these were significant when applying the Dunn’s correction for multiple 

comparisons. The small sample size of n=3 with a high variance especially in the 

measurements 24 hours after exposure left statistical analysis for the 18 hours 

exposure in Jurkat insignificant.  

 

 

 
Fig. 7: Expression of nuclear factor - kappa B (NF-κB) in CCRF-SB B-cells (A) and Jurkat T-cells 

(B) following exposure to 65% oxygen for 2 hours (2h+0) or 18 hours (18h+0) and during recovery 

in normoxic culturing conditions (2h+6; 2h+24; 18h+6; 18h+24; see study design section 2.1), n=3. 

Displayed are expression levels as % of pre-exposure value (Control), presented in median ± 

interquartile range, Kruskal-Wallis test, Dunn’s correction for multiple comparisons, level of 

significance p<0.05. 
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Hypoxia-inducible factor-1alpha (HIF-1α) 
Figure 8 shows that transcription factor HIF-1α is present in both leukemic cell 

lines at all times. The expression of HIF-1α in the B-cell line (Fig. 8A) was not 

significantly affected after short-term hyperoxia of 2 hours, while in the 18-hour 

exposure an overall down-regulation was observed. The Kruskal-Wallis test for the 

B-cell line was significant (p=0.0339), the post-hoc test showed a significant 

difference between the control and the 18h+24 measurement (p=0.0249).  

Jurkat T-cells (Fig. 8B) reacted to oxygenation with an overall decrease in HIF-1α 

levels. A delayed decrease after short-term exposure recovered within the 24 

hours recovery interval. The down-regulation of HIF-1α in t-cells was statistically 

not significant. 

 

 

 
Fig. 8: Expression of HIF-1α (Hypoxia-inducible factor-1 alpha) in CCRF-SB B-cells (A) and Jurkat 

T-cells (B) following exposure to 65% oxygen for 2 hours (2h+0), n=5, or 18 hours (18h+0), n=6, 

and during recovery in normoxic culturing conditions (2h+6; 2h+24; 18h+6; 18h+24; see study 

design section 2.1). Displayed are expression levels as % of pre-exposure value (Control), 

presented in median ± interquartile range, Kruskal-Wallis test, Dunn’s correction for multiple 

comparisons, level of significance p<0.05. [*] compared to control. 
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Heme oxygenase-1 (HO-1) 
Five experiments for the B-cell line exposure (Fig. 9A) showed no significant 

regulation in HO-1 expression. 

In the T-cells (Fig. 9B), changes appeared more obvious with an overall increase 

in the 2 hours experiment and a decrease in the 18 hours experiment. This is 

reflected in a significant Kruskal-Wallis test result with p=0.0072 (medians varied 

significantly). The pot-hoc test did not reveal a significant difference between the 

groups, however, the down-regulated 6 hours recovery interval after long-term 

exposure was significant (p=0.0267) in a Wilcoxon signed rank test compared to a 

theoretical median of 100%. 

 

 
Fig. 9: Expression of heme-oxygenase-1 (HO-1) in CCRF-SB B-cells (A) and Jurkat T-cells (B) 

following exposure to 65% oxygen for 2 hours (2h+0) or 18 hours (18h+0) and during recovery in 

normoxic culturing conditions (2h+6; 2h+24; 18h+6; 18h+24; see study design section 2.1); B-cell 

n=5, T-cell n=4. Displayed are expression levels as % of pre-exposure value (Control), presented 

in median ± interquartile range, Kruskal-Wallis test, Dunn’s correction for multiple comparisons, 

level of significance p<0.05 [*] compared to a theoretical median of 100 (Wilcoxon signed rank 

test). 
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Vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) in Jurkat T-cells 
Extracellular VEGF from Jurkat T-cell cultures after 2 and 18 hours of oxygen 

exposure was analysed. VEGF was continuously present in the medium and a 

maximal increase to 134 ± 41% of control values immediately after long-term 

exposure was observed (Fig. 10B). However, normobaric hyperoxia exposures did 

not induce any statistically significant changes in VEGF-expression in T-cells.  

 

 
Fig. 10: Expression of vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) in T-cells after 2 hours short-term 

(A) and 18 hours long-term exposure (B) to 65% oxygen, n=6. Displayed are expression levels as 

% of pre-exposure value (Control), presented in median ± interquartile range, Kruskal-Wallis test, 

Dunn’s correction for multiple comparisons, level of significance p<0.05. No significant changes 

were observed. 
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3.4 Regulation of nitric oxide synthase isoforms 

 

Fig. 11 shows the expression of endothelial NOS (A/B), inducible NOS (C/D) and 

neural NOS (E/F) in cell lines CCRF-SB and Jurkat assessed with western blot. All 

experiments were repeated individually 4 times. The values are shown as 

percentage of control conditions, meaning standard culturing conditions. 

 

In the CCRF-SB B-cells no statistically significant changes in NOS expression 

were found applying the Kruskal-Wallis test. Variations were especially high in 

eNOS. It should be noted that nNOS expression levels were very weak at all times 

and in 2 experiments almost undetectable. 

 

Lanes in the western blots of the T-cell line were detectable much better. 

Application of the Kruskal-Wallis test on the T-cell line data exhibited significant 

differences in the expression of all NOS isoforms (eNOS: p=0.0277; iNOS: 

p=0.0251; nNOS: p=0.0162). After the short-term exposure of 2 hours the cells 

seemed unaffected at first but an overexpression of iNOS after 24 hours of 

recovery was observed (p=0.0419) compared to control conditions. An analysis of 

nNOS expression pattern for the same time proved difficult, as there was a high 

variation between the experiments at this time point (Fig. 11F; 2h+24).  

Looking at the long-term exposure, a more interesting expression pattern was 

found compared to control conditions. Despite no detectable changes in any NOS 

content right after hyperoxia, after 6 hours an obvious up-regulation of eNOS was 

found (p= 0.0094), followed by an up-regulation of nNOS (p=0.0162) and down-

regulation of iNOS (p=0.0003) simultaneously at 24 hours of recovery. 
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Fig. 11: Expression of different nitric oxide synthase (NOS) isoforms in CCRF-SB leukemic B-cells 

(A; C; E) and Jurkat leukemic T-cells (B; D; F) following exposure to 65% oxygen for 2 hours 

(2h+0) or 18 hours (18h+0) and during recovery in normoxic culturing conditions (2h+6; 2h+24; 

18h+6; 18h+24; see study design section 2.1), n=4. Displayed are expression levels as % of pre-

exposure value (Control), presented in median ± interquartile range, Kruskal-Wallis test, Dunn’s 

correction for multiple comparisons, level of significance p<0.05 [*] and p<0.001 [***] compared to 

control conditions. 
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3.5 Mitochondrial respiration 
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3.5.1 Mitochondrial respiratory activity in the intact cell 

From the SUIT protocols with the OROBOROS Oxygraph-2k (Figure 12) for Jurkat 

T-cells and CCRF-SB B-cells, the respiratory activity of the intact cells was 

analysed. Figure 13 (p. 50) shows the coupling control states Routine (R, blue), 

LEAK (L, red) and ETS (maximal uncoupled capacity of the electron transport 

system, E, green) after exposure to 65% oxygen for B-cells (Fig. 13A) and T-cells 

(Fig. 13B). While the routine respiration (Jurkat 11.6±3.0 pmolO2/[s*106cells]; 

CCRF-SB 13.9±3.1 pmolO2/[s*106cells]) and leak state (Jurkat 5.3±1.7 

pmolO2/[s*106cells]; CCRF-SB 5.3±1.4 pmolO2/[s*106cells]) of both leukemic cell 

lines under normal culturing conditions moved in a similar range, maximal 

respiratory capacity (ETS) after uncoupling with FCCP titration varied greatly 

between the cells (ETS in Jurkat: 19.1±5.0 pmolO2/[s*106cells]; ETS in CCRF-SB: 

37.9±11.1 pmolO2/[s*106cells]). There were no alterations in routine respiration in 

either cell line as a direct result of normobaric hyperoxygenation, however, Jurkat 

cells showed a significant rise during recovery from the 2h exposure (p=0.001, 6h 

post exposure), while CCRF-SB showed a significant increase during the recovery 

from long-term exposure (p=0.0103, 6h post exposure). 

CCRF-SB (fig. 13A) exhibited no reaction in leak respiration or ETS after short-

term exposure to hyperoxia compared to pre-exposure values. After long-term 

exposure, the cell’s routine respiration, proton leakage and ETS remained 

unchanged at first. Routine respiration and maximal ETS capacity, however, 

increased significantly during the recovery period. On the contrary, Jurkat (Fig. 

13B) did show a significant decrease in ETS six hours after the long-term 

exposure. 
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Fig. 13: Coupling control states Routine (R, blue), LEAK (L, red) and ETS (maximal capacity of the 

electron transport system, E, green) after exposure to 65% oxygen, corrected for oxidative side-

reactions (residual oxygen consumption, ROX), of CCRF-SB B-cells (A) and Jurkat T-cells (B). 

Normal culturing conditions (Control) are compared to respiration after 2 hours short-term 

oxygenation (2h+0) and 18 hours long-term oxygenation (18h+0) each followed by a recovery 

interval of 6 hours (2h+6 and 18h+6) under normoxic conditions with a minimum of 8 repetitions 

per experiment. Dotted lines at control levels. Bars represent median+range of oxygen 

consumption in pmol O2/second/million cells. Kruskal-Wallis test, Dunn’s correction for multiple 

comparisons, level of significance p<0.05 [*] and p<0.01 [**] compared to control. 
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Coupling control ratios (CCR) 
From the three coupling control states described above (R, L, E) it is possible to 

derive a number of CCR that are more commonly used to describe mitochondrial 

capacities. The change in the ratio of only ATP-linked respiration (R-L) compared 

to maximal mitochondrial activity (E), also referred to as net routine ratio (NRR) is 

displayed in figure 14. While the NRR in the B-cell remained stable around 0.2 

after exposure and during recovery, the percentage of ATP-linked respiration in 

Jurkat T-cells significantly increased with time of exposure, starting at 0.35 in 

control conditions and reaching up to 0.62 in measurements six hours after long-

term-exposure (J 18+6). 

 

 
Fig. 14: Effect of normobaric oxygen on the net routine ratio in leukemic B-cell line CCRF-SB and 

T-cell line Jurkat in normoxic conditions (Control), right after exposure to normobaric hyperoxia for 

2 hours (2h+0) or 18 hours (18h+0) and after 6h of recovery in normoxic environment (2h+6; 

18h+6), n=8. Displayed are expression levels as % of pre-exposure value (Control), presented in 

median ± interquartile range, Kruskal-Wallis test, Dunn’s correction for multiple comparisons, level 

of significance p<0.05. Jurkat 18h+0 p=0.0082 (**) and Jurkat 18h+6 p=0.0002 (***) compared to 

control. 
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Fig. 15: Effect of normobaric hyperoxia (65%) on the uncoupling control ratio (UCR) in leukemic B-

cell line CCRF-SB and T-cell line Jurkat in normoxic conditions (Control), right after exposure to 

normobaric hyperoxia for 2 hours (2h+0) or 18 hours (18h+0) and after 6h of recovery in normoxic 

environment (2h+6; 18h+6), n=8. Displayed are expression levels as % of pre-exposure value 

(Control), presented in median ± interquartile range, Kruskal-Wallis test, Dunn’s correction for 

multiple comparisons, level of significance p<0.05. Jurkat 18h+6 p=0.0022 (**) compared to 

control. 
 

Under control conditions, the ratio of basal respiration to maximal capacity of the 

uncoupled electron transport system, also called uncoupling control ratio (UCR), 

was 1.8±0.8 in the T-cell line, whereas in the B-cell CCRF-SB it was at 2.7±0.6 

(see fig. 15). A significant decrease (p=0.0022) was found solely in Jurkat T-cells 

six hours after the long-term oxygen exposure. 
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Fig. 16: Effect of normobaric oxygen on the leak control ratio (LCR) in leukemic B-cell line CCRF-

SB and T-cell line Jurkat at normoxic conditions (Control), right after exposure to normobaric 

hyperoxia for 2 hours (2h+0) or 18 hours (18h+0) and after 6h of recovery in normoxic environment 

(2h+6; 18h+6), n=8; presented in median ± interquartile range, Kruskal-Wallis test, Dunn’s 

correction for multiple comparisons, level of significance p<0.05. CCRF-SB 2h+6 p=0.0254 (*) 

compared to control; LCR in Jurkat T-cells (right side) did not change significantly compared to 

control conditions. 
 

The LEAK control ratio (LCR), displayed in fig. 16, is an estimate of how close the 

respiration under leakage of H+ (L) approaches the maximal respiratory capacity of 

uncoupled electron transport (E). LCR in CCRF-SB B-cells was generally lower 

and more consistent than in Jurkat T-cells. The only significant decrease 

(p=0.0254) compared to control values was found six hours after short-term 

oxygen exposure in the B-cell line. 
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3.5.2 Mitochondrial respiratory activity in the permeabilised state 

After permeabilisation of the plasma membrane, addition of substrates and 

inhibitors allowed further analyses of substrate driven respiration. Electrons fed 

into the mitochondrial respiratory system are either coming through NADH-

dehydrogenase (complex I) or succinate dehydrogenase (complex II) before 

entering the Q complex and complex III. Figure 17 gives an overview over 

activities of NADH dehydrogenase (complex II inhibited), succinate 

dehydrogenase (complex I inhibited) and combined activity of complexes I+II 

(neither of them inhibited and no substrate limitations).  

Figure 17A shows that respiration of complex I was more active than complex II in 

CCRF-SB cells. This remains unchanged after 2h of oxygenation, however, there 

was a visible but not statistically significant increase in complex I and complex II 

activity after 6 hours of recovery, which increased combined activity of complexes I 

and II as well. After long-term oxygen exposure of 18h the cells reacted with a 

decrease in complex I and complex II activity. Complex I recovered within the next 

six hours while complex II responded with a delayed decrease (p=0.0482). 

Combined activity of complexes I and II remained statistically unchanged. The 

ratio of combined complex I+II activity to the sum of the individually active 

complexes did not reveal any significant changes through induction of oxidative 

stress after normobaric hyperoxia (see fig. 18). 
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Fig. 17: Oxygen flux in Complex I (CI, red), Complex II (CII, blue) and combined activity of complex 

I+II (CI+II, purple) corrected for oxidative side-reactions (residual oxygen consumption ROX) after 

exposure to 65% oxygen, of CCRF-SB B-cells (A) and Jurkat T-cells (B). Normal culturing 

conditions (Control) are compared to respiration after short-term oxygenation (2h+0) and long-

term-oxygenation (18h+0) each followed by a recovery interval of 6 hours in normoxic conditions 

(2h+6; 18h+6) with a minimum of n=8 repetitions. [ETS] – electron transport system. Dotted lines at 

control levels for simplification. Bars display median+range of oxygen flux in pmol 

O2/second*million cells. 
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Jurkat T-cells (Fig. 17B) presented with a similar pattern, generally reacting with 

activity increase after short-term-exposure and decrease after 18h exposure. 

Increasing activity of complex I was not significant. In turn, complex II activity was 

increased right after both exposures and did not return to pre-exposure values 

within the 6 hours of recovery in the short-term exposed cells (both time points 

p=0.0041). The changes in both complexes also caused a constant increase in 

combined complex I+II activity after recovery (p<0.0290). 

The longer exposure time of 18 hours decreased the respiratory activity in 

complex I (p=0.0002), while complex II reacted with an increase (p=0.0150). Both 

complexes started to approach pre-exposure values during the recovery interval, 

respiratory activity of complexes I+II was not significantly affected by the changes 

in complex I and II.  

 

 

 
Fig. 18: Ratio of oxygen consumption of complex I and II of the ETS in leukemic B-cell line CCRF-

SB and T-cell line Jurkat simultaneously stimulated with succinate to added up oxygen 

consumption of complex I and II alone, n=8, presented in median ± interquartile range, Kruskal-

Wallis test, Dunn’s correction for multiple comparisons, level of significance p<0.05; no significant 

changes were observed. 
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3.6 Marker proteins for apoptosis 

 

Intrinsic apoptotic pathways: Bax and Bcl-XL 
The experiments showed that Bax-protein is not expressed in Jurkat cells, not 

even when exposed to death stimuli like LPS or CoCl2, frequently used as a 

positive control for actively inducing the intrinsic apoptotic pathways. The same 

observation was made in experiments with Bax-antibodies from different 

distributors. The level of Bax present in the CCRF-SB cell line (Fig. 19) remained 

constant with no significant changes after exposure to two and eighteen hours of 

hyperoxia.  
   

  
Fig. 19: Expression of Bax in leukemic B-cell CCRF-SB following exposure to 65% oxygen for 2 

hours (2h+0) or 18 hours (18h+0) and during recovery in normoxic culturing conditions (2h+6; 

2h+24; 18h+6; 18h+24; see study design section 2.1), n=3. Displayed are expression levels as % 

of pre-exposure value (Control), presented in median ± interquartile range, Kruskal-Wallis test, 

Dunn’s correction for multiple comparisons, level of significance p<0.05. No significant changes 

were observed. 
 

Expression of anti-apoptotic Bcl-XL in CCRF-SB cells (fig. 20A) showed no 

significant change in either of the two exposures. 

In Jurkat cells (fig. 20B) changes were again more apparent, starting with a 

significant increase of Bcl-XL production right after short-term oxygen exposure 

(p=0.025) which returned to normal values within the recovery period and a late 

down-regulation of Bcl-XL at 24h after long-term oxygenation (p=0.0166).  
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 Fig. 20: Expression of intrinsic anti-apoptotic marker Bcl-XL in leukemic B-cell CCRF-SB (A) and 

T-cell Jurkat (B) following exposure to 65% oxygen for 2 hours (2h+0) or 18 hours (18h+0) and 

during recovery in normoxic culturing conditions (2h+6; 2h+24; 18h+6; 18h+24; see study design 

section 2.1), n=4. Displayed are expression levels as % of pre-exposure value (Control), presented 

in median ± interquartile range, Kruskal-Wallis test, Dunn’s correction for multiple comparisons, 

level of significance p<0.05. [*] compared to theoretical median of 100 (Wilcoxon signed rank test). 
 
 

Bax/Bcl-XL ratio 
Bcl-XL protein counter-acts Bax by inactivation and stabilisation of the 

mitochondrial membrane [60]. The ratio between the two markers (Bax/Bcl-XL 

ratio) indicates the cell’s sensitivity to the stimulus given and with that the stimulus’ 

ability to induce apoptosis. Without Bax-expression in Jurkat, this ratio was only 

calculated for CCRF-SB (see table 4). The calculation for this ratio Bax and Bcl-XL 

was made from the mean expression levels (densometrical values) of each protein 

normalized to their protein content.  

 
Table 4: Bax/Bcl-XL ratio - Ratio of pro-apoptotic Bax protein/anti-apoptotic Bcl-XL protein for 

leukemic B-cell CCRF-SB following exposure to 65% oxygen for 2 hours (2h+0) or 18 hours 

(18h+0) and during recovery in normoxic culturing conditions (2h+0; 2h+24; 18h+6; 18h+24; see 

study design section 2.1). 

Control	 2h+0	 2h+6	 2h+24	 18h+0	 18h+6	 18h+24	
1.0	 1.3	 0.8	 1.0	 0.8	 1.0	 1.0	
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Table 4 reveals that the balance between the two proteins is shifted towards the 

pro-apoptotic Bax protein (1.3) after 2 hours of oxygen exposure followed by a 

transient counteraction of Bcl-XL after 6 hours of recovery (0.8) and a return to 

balanced protein expression after 24 hours (1.0).  

After the 18 hours exposure, an anti-apoptotic shift towards Bcl-XL expression is 

observed (0.8), before return to the pre-exposure balance during recovery of 6 and 

24 hours (1.0). 

 

 
Extrinsic apoptotic pathway: cleaved caspase-8  

The cleaved cysteine-aspartic protease-8 (Fig. 21) is constantly expressed in 

both cell lines and could be detected clearly in normoxic, as well as hyperoxic 

conditions. Its expression did not change significantly in either of the tested cell 

lines or treatments.  

 
 

 
Fig. 21: Expression of extrinsic anti-apoptotic marker caspase-8 in leukemic B-cell CCRF-SB and 

T-cell Jurkat following exposure to 65% oxygen for 2 hours (2h+0) or 18 hours (18h+0) and during 

recovery in normoxic culturing conditions (2h+6; 2h+24; 18h+6; 18h+24; see study design section 

2.1); n=4. Displayed are expression levels as % of pre-exposure value (Control), presented in 

median ± interquartile range, Kruskal-Wallis test, Dunn’s correction for multiple comparisons, level 

of significance p<0.05. No significant changes were observed. 
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Intrinsic and extrinsic apoptotic pathway: cleaved caspase-3 
Similar to the results for cleaved caspase-8, caspase-3 (fig. 22) seems to be 

constantly present in its activated (cleaved) form. This means that apoptosis is 

consecutively induced in both cell lines, although it should be noted that the 

signals in the immunoblots were very weak compared to the positive controls and 

protein content. In CCRF-SB the expression of caspase-3 did not change 

significantly throughout the experiments. 
 

Fig. 22: Expression of anti-apoptotic marker cleaved caspase-3 in leukemic B-cell CCRF-SB (A; 

n=3) and T-cell Jurkat (B; n=5) following exposure to 65% oxygen for 2 hours (2h+0) or 18 hours 

(18h+0) and during recovery in normoxic culturing conditions (2h+6; 2h+24; 18h+6; 18h+24; see 

study design section 2.1); n=4. Displayed are expression levels as % of pre-exposure value 

(Control), presented in median ± interquartile range, Kruskal-Wallis test, Dunn’s correction for 

multiple comparisons, level of significance p<0.05; [*] compared to control levels. 
 

The Kruskal-Wallis test in Jurkat cells (Fig. 22B) was significant (p=0.0012). 

Compared to the control, a significant increase in caspase-3 induction was found 6 

hours and 24 hours after the long-term oxygen exposure. The visible down-

regulation after the 2h-exposure interval was not significant in the Kruskal-Wallis 

test.  
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4.  Discussion 

 

The molecular response of acute lymphocytic leukemic cells to oxidative stress is 

not well described to this day. Using the T-cell line Jurkat and the B-cell line 

CCRF-SB as model organisms, the present results give an overview over ROS-

induced cellular changes after exposure to normobaric hyperoxia compared to 

normoxic control conditions.  

The results distinguish between 2 and 18 hours of oxygen exposure (65% O2) and 

recovery intervals up to 24 hours in normoxia.  

As an indirect measure for oxidative stress, comet assay analyses were 

performed. Subsequent assessment of the production of free radicals was the 

expression of transcription factors HIF-1α, NF-κB and IκBα and the induction of 

oxidative stress markers HO-1 and VEGF. Mitochondrial respiration and function 

of the electron transfer system complexes was measured using high-resolution 

respirometry and for evaluating the influence of nitric oxide on the cellular function, 

three isoforms of nitric oxide synthase (eNOS, iNOS and nNOS) were quantified 

using Western Blot. As one hallmark of cancer is the impairment or knockout of 

apoptotic pathways, western blot analyses for caspase-8 (extrinsic/death receptor 

pathway), anti-apoptotic protein Bcl-XL, pro-apoptotic protein Bax (both intrinsic 

pathway) and caspase-3 (combining intrinsic and extrinsic pathway) were 

performed. 

 

Already a brief look in the results reveals that both cell lines react very differently 

when subjected to 65% of oxygen in controlled experimental settings, so they will 

initially be discussed separately. Each of these sections will end with a summary 

of the oxidative stress response (chapters 4.1.6 for the B- and 4.2.6 for the T-cell) 

with reference to the aims and objectives (see chapter 1.5).  

After discussing the limitations of this work (4.3) and giving an outlook for potential 

further research (4.4), the conclusion of this study will be drawn (4.5). 
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4.1 CCRF-SB (ALL B-cell line) 

 

4.1.1 DNA-fragmentation after oxygen exposure and viability 

 

The B-cell responded very rapidly to hyperoxia with significantly increased tail 

moments directly after short-term and long-term exposure. DNA-double-strand 

breakage is to a great extent induced by ROS, mainly the relatively long-living 

H2O2. The DNA-fragmentation after the long-term exposure kept increasing for at 

least 6 hours after hyperoxia, suggesting that ROS were still produced, while the 

cells exposed for shorter periods were already recovering. Full recovery to pre-

exposure values after a one-day recovery suggests instant induction of DNA-repair 

and ROS-scavenging mechanisms in both experiments.  

 

The results from the comet assay analyses further showed that cancerous cell 

lines, as used in this study, naturally show 20-25% of DNA-fragmented nuclei in 

the alkaline comet assay without any correlation with viability of the cells, which 

remained constant above 95%. A comparison with earlier experiments in 

peripheral mononuclear cells from healthy volunteers using the same method and 

the Y/N scoring method showed, that the percentage of affected healthy ex vivo 

cultures under control conditions was moving within a range of 2-6% depending on 

the experimental settings used. In other words, interpretations of DNA-

fragmentation in the cancerous in vitro cell line are to be made carefully. Y/N 

scoring failed to show any significant changes after hyperoxia and in the following 

recovery interval. Two possible reasons for the increased basal DNA-

fragmentation measurement could be a constantly increased H2O2 generation in 

the culture, or a reflection of the rapid proliferation pace in these cells.  

 

The tail moment, tail intensity and tail migration elevation after normobaric 

hyperoxia was significant in all experiments, whereas the Y/N-scoring did not show 

any significant changes. This could mean that the same percentage of cells was 

affected (Y/N-scoring) before and after exposure, yet the cells with already 

detectable DNA-fragmentation before exposure increased the intensity of their 

DNA-turnover. The physiological and molecular significance of DNA-fragmentation 
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as measured with methods like the comet assay is widely discussed and not 

conclusive. Theories about this in cancer- as well as healthy cells include faster 

proliferation (in the cell lines examined here every 24 to 48 hours) and, hence 

increased demand of gene transcription and protein biosynthesis, or possibly 

induction of cell death mechanisms. 

 

From the above results it can be concluded that for the assessment of oxidative 

stress in leukemic cell cultures in vitro, the yes/no scoring system is clearly inferior 

to the traditional tail intensity, tail moment and tail migration calculations. 

 

 
4.1.2 Expression of oxidative stress-dependent proteins 

 

IκBα functions as an inhibitor for NF-κB by inactivating its ability to bind to DNA. 

Blocking NF-κB in cancerous cells is believed to be a valid option to restrict 

proliferation. Following an initially decreased expression after 2 hours of 

hyperoxia, IκBα became up-regulated during the normoxic recovery interval, with a 

significant increase after one day of recovery in nomoxic conditions. At the same 

time however, no significant down-regulation of NF-κB was observed, which opens 

the question, whether a delayed inhibition after the 24 hours recovery interval 

might take place.  

 

After the long-term exposure a down-regulation of IκBα was observed, which, 

however, did not result in the expected increase in NF-κB. On the contrary, NF-κB 

remained down-regulated during the recovery period, so did HIF-1α the following 

day, which does not comply with the general understanding of HIF-1α/NF-κB 

regulation [96]. A down-regulation of NF-κB and HIF-1α after 18 hours could result 

in a pro-apoptotic stimulus. This will be discussed below when examining the 

apoptotic protein expression in chapter 4.1.5. 

 

Among others, HIF-1α activates expression of genes with an HRE (hypoxia 

responsive element), e.g. Bcl-2 family proteins as well as anti-oxidative response 

mechanisms, such as HO-1 or the glutathione system. As the current results 
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showed, that HIF-1α is constitutively present in the leukemic cell lines, some of its 

activating translational functions like angiogenesis, tumour survival and invasion, 

or metabolic modulation might be functioning at all times. After the 2-hour 

exposure, HIF-1α expression did not change significantly, indicating that a 

hyperoxic stimulus of 2 hours and the relative hypoxic stimulus following the 

hyperoxia interval (normobaric oxygen paradox) were not strong enough to induce 

detectable changes on transcriptional level. 

 

Hemeoxygenase-1 has anti-inflammatory and anti-apoptotic properties in the 

healthy cell. Both exposure times, however, failed to significantly change 

hemeoxygenase-1 expression, in other words the induced changes in oxygen 

partial pressure experienced after oxygen exposure were not strong enough to 

inhibit or induce the regulatory function of HO-1. In cancer cells, the modulation of 

ROS production (increase) is a key to defeat cancer drug-resistance. Keeping in 

mind that HO-1 is activated under the transcription factor HIF-1α [57], the results 

in the short-term exposure and for the long-term exposure are concordant 

because a tendency to down-regulation of HIF-1α after hyperoxia was observed, 

becoming significant 24 hours after long-term exposure. This might possibly 

translate into HO-1 down-regulation at a later time; this, however, remains to be 

investigated in different exposure and recovery time protocols. As HO-1 is known 

to promote tumour growth through activation of immune-suppressing 

CD8+/CD122+ T-cells [62][91], the question about long-term effects of normobaric 

hyperoxia during longer recovery intervals in the leukemic cell remains critical.  
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4.1.3 Regulation of nitric oxide synthase expression 

 

Western blot analyses revealed basal levels of protein expression of the NOS 

isoforms eNOS, iNOS and nNOS in the CCRF-SB B-cells under normoxic 

conditions, with the weakest overall signal in eNOS. Exposure to 65% of oxygen, 

however, did not induce any changes at the time points tested. This leads to the 

assumption that whatever the underlying adaptive mechanisms in the B-cell are 

under hyperoxia and recovery to normoxia, they are most likely not NO-

dependent. 

 

 
4.1.4 Alterations in mitochondrial respiratory activity after oxygen exposure 

 

Assessing the mitochondrial respiratory activity of CCRF-SB leukemic B-cells after 

2 hours of normobaric hyperoxia showed no significant alterations in routine 

respiration (R), leak respiration (L) or maximal respiratory capacity (E). The intact 

mitochondrion therefore still possesses a fully operational electron transfer 

system, although the leak control ratio decreased within six hours after the 

exposure. At the same time a delayed, yet not significant, increase in Complex I 

activity was visible, which also affected the combined activity of complex I and II. 

The higher activity in complex I mirrors increased oxidation of NADH to NAD, a 

reaction that is a source of free radical formation. It would be interesting to 

examine whether these alterations recover during a prolonged recovery period.  

 

Directly after the 18 hours exposure, all control states (R, L and E) remained 

unchanged, whereas routine respiration and ETS increased significantly during 

recovery (18h+6). Down-regulation of complex II was even more pronounced at 

this point, however, complex I counteracted and lead to a return of combined 

complex I and II activity to pre-exposure values. Comparing of combined complex I 

and complex II activity with the sum of separately stimulated activity of complex I 

and II revealed no significant changes. 
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It is worth noticing that the B-cell showed no reduction in ATP-linked respiration 

(net ratio). With no changes in NOS expression as discussed earlier (Section 

4.1.3), supposably none of the observed mitochondrial respiratory alterations 

could have been NO-mediated.  

 
 
4.1.5 Intrinsic and extrinsic apoptosis mediated by oxidative stress 

 

Evaluating the immunoblot analyses for proteins involved in the apoptotic 

pathways in CCRF-BS-cells showed, that there was basal expression of apoptosis 

regulating proteins in the leukemic cell lines at all times under normoxic as well as 

hyperoxic conditions.  

 

Calculation of the Bax/Bcl-XL ratio is commonly used for analysis of the intrinsic 

apoptotic pathway, which is depending on mitochondrial membrane integrity and 

regulation of cytochrome c release. In CCRF-SB cells the Bax/Bcl-XL ratio 

revealed a transient shift towards pro-apoptotic Bax stimulation right after short-

term exposure that would theoretically lead to disruption of the mitochondrial 

membrane and a possible release of cytochrome c; this, however, was 

counteracted within 6 hours of recovery and returned to a balance between the 

Bax and Bcl-XL after one day of recovery in normoxic conditions. After long-term 

exposure, a transient shift towards anti-apoptotic Bcl-XL was observed, thus 

inhibiting a disruption of the mitochondrial membrane. During the recovery interval 

the balance between Bax and Bcl-XL was restored and no further adaptations of 

the mitochondrial membrane were expected. 

 

Transient shifts in the Bax/Bcl-XL ratio, as well as down-regulation of NF-κB and 

HIF-1α, however, did not relate to any induction of apoptosis. With the caspase 

data assessed from western blot, no apoptosis induction or inhibition was found, 

neither in the intrinsic pathway nor the extrinsic pathway looking at expression of 

casp-8 or casp-3. Casp-3 signals were continuously very weak in the B-cell line, 

leaving the quantification of the data challenging. It is debatable if there is actual 

casp-3 expression in this B-cell line.  
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4.1.6 Summary: Oxidative stress response in CCRF-SB B-cells 

 

The B-cell CCRF-SB reacted rapidly to hyperoxia-induced ROS. No change in 

number of affected cells was found with the Y/N-scoring. Looking at tail moment, 

tail intensity and tail migration, strong DNA-fragmentation was observed 

immediately after long- and short-term exposure. Fast repair mechanisms lead to 

a full recovery to normal state during the following day. A lack of HO-1 induction 

may suggest that either the HO-1 system was already overrun right after oxygen 

exposure or that there was no need for excess scavenging mechanisms. This 

question, however, cannot be answered from the current results. 

 

The hypothesis of the normobaric oxygen paradox could not be verified with the 

experiments that were conducted, in fact an opposing effect, namely a down-

regulation of HIF-1α was observed, leading to the assumption that either oxygen 

partial pressure or oxygen exposure time were not sufficient to induce “relative 

hypoxia sensing” in the B-cell.  

 

Mitochondrial respiratory capacity remained fully intact in the CCRF-SB cells 

throughout all experiments, without any significant changes in ATP-linked 

respiration. A temporary shift to higher oxygen consumption in complex I 

compared to complex II of the ETS might explain increased ROS production after 

oxygen exposure. Whether this is due to metabolic reprogramming remains an 

open question for further experiments. 

 

Although the balance of pro- and anti-apoptotic proteins was transiently deranged, 

equilibrium was restored within the following day recovering in normoxia. Neither 

short- nor long-term normobaric hyperoxic exposures were strong enough to 

induce apoptosis in CCRF-SB cell lines. 

 

As no significant changes in expression of nitric oxide synthases were found after 

hyperoxic exposure, it is unlikely that any of the molecular effects explained above 

can be ascribed to NO-production. 
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4.2 JURKAT (ALL T-cell line) 

 

4.2.1 DNA-fragmentation after oxygen exposure and viability 

 

Evidence of oxidative stress in form of double strand breaks was found in both, the 

2 hours short-term and the 18 hours long-term exposure to normobaric oxygen. 

The T-cell was a late responder when compared to the B-cell. The highest tail 

moment was calculated 24h after end of the hyperoxic stimulus. The lacking 

increase of DNA-fragmentation directly after exposure goes in line with the fact 

that the T-cell is derived from the hypoxic thymus, which is well-adapted to 

oxidative stress and has been reported to survive through high variations in 

oxygen tension [41]. However, the successive increase in DNA-fragmentation 

during the following 24 hours leads to the conclusion that ROS-scavenging 

mechanisms, e.g. glutathione, SOD, NAC, etc., despite functioning well during and 

right after hyperoxia, become gradually overcharged during the following hours or 

possibly even days.  

With the doubled tail moment one day after the 18-hour-exposure together with the 

observation that the yes/no scoring (see 4.1.1) revealed no increase in affected 

cell numbers, one has to assume that again ROS did trigger additional protein 

expression in the cells that already had increased DNA-fragmentation. Necrosis as 

a cell death mechanism could be excluded as trypan blue staining did not reveal 

any changes throughout all experiments. Possible alterations triggered by the 

observed increase in DNA-fragmentation will be discussed in detail in the following 

sections when looking at oxidative stress protein expression, mitochondrial 

function and apoptosis induction. As it was not possible to assess the actual peak 

in DNA-fragmentation, further experiments would profit from more frequent sample 

times for the T-cells and a longer observation time after oxygen exposure.  
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4.2.2 Induction of oxidative stress-dependent proteins 

 

Although the results show that IκBα was constitutively expressed after normobaric 

hyperoxia in Jurkat T-cells, no significant changes were observed. NF-κB 

expression only showed a brief, but insignificant decrease in Jurkat directly after 2 

hours of exposure. The underlying causes for its down-regulation cannot be 

explained from the current study, given the results of IκBα expression at that time 

point. The decrease in NF-κB was again inconsistent with the slightly delayed 

down-regulation of HIF-1α, which was supposed to be under direct influence of 

NF-κB [13][66][96]. 

A constant level of HIF-1α was maintained within the Jurkat T-cells, which became 

down-regulated after normobaric hyperoxia. Following the 2 hours oxygenation, 

the down-regulation was strongest after 6 hours of recovery in normoxic 

conditions, contradicting the theory of the normobaric oxygen paradox at least for 

this cell line, where return to normoxia after hyperoxic exposure might be sensed 

as a hypoxic stimulus and should rather show increased HIF-1α expression and 

consequently excretion of VEGF, which was not observed here [23]. This was also 

applicable for the 18 hours exposure interval, where significant down-regulation 

was observed 24 hours after exposure. 

 

Hemeoxygenase-1 showed an opposing trend when examining long-term and 

short-term oxygen exposure time. After 2 hours of hyperoxia, HO-1 was and 

remained slightly up-regulated, although statistics revealed no significance. An up-

regulation of HO-1 in tumour cells is likely to be initialised to scavenge ROS with 

the main purpose to re-establish low ROS levels, a mechanism that is believed to 

be a key component of drug resistance in cancer cells. Thus, the up-regulation of 

HO-1 after 2 hours was presumably a pro-tumourous reaction. Contrary to this 

modulation, HO-1 was down-regulated after 18 hours of hyperoxia with the lowest 

expression of HO-1 six hours after exposure in the normoxic recovery interval. 

This could mean that ROS scavenging systems at this point were already fully 

functioning and additional HO-1 was not needed or that the scavenging systems 

were overrun and HO-1 could not be expressed anymore at this point. 
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4.2.3 Regulation of nitric oxide synthase expression 

 

Evidence of basic expression of all tested NOS isoforms was found in Jurkat T-

cells during standard culturing conditions, although the expression signals of 

neuronal NOS were weaker than those for endothelial and inducible NOS.  

After the short-term exposure to 65% oxygen, significant increase of iNOS at 24 

hours was observed. This finding could not be linked to any other significant 

protein expression alterations but with an increase in DNA-fragmentation at the 

same time. 

Contrary to the CCRF-SB, Jurkat cells showed significant reactions after the long-

term exposure with 65% oxygen. A tendency of up regulation right after the 18 

hour exposure was observed in all NOS isoforms, eNOS then increased 

significantly after 6 hours of recovery.  

In the recovery from the 18 hours normobaric hyperoxygenation, it became 

obvious that eNOS and nNOS showed a similar response up to 6 hours post 

exposure. Both NOS isoforms are known to interact with the mitochondrial electron 

transfer system that will be discussed in more detail below.  

The strongest alterations were found after 24 hours of recovery with a highly 

significant decrease in iNOS and a significant increase in nNOS. Neuronal NOS is 

the closest isoform to mitochondrial NOS (mtNOS), both being NOS Type I 

isoforms. A very speculative thought has been proposed by Kanai in 2001 [52], 

proposing that the detected nNOS in their experiments might have been of 

mitochondrial origin in form of mtNOS. The NO produced would then not primarily 

be intended to work as a neurotransmitter but to alter mitochondrial respiration. 

Further analyses with a more specific antibody for mtNOS would have to be 

applied to test this hypothesis. Further, it has been shown that the nNOS promotor 

yields a hypoxia reactive element (HRE) to which promotors like HIF-1α might bind 

and activate it in hypoxic conditions [59]. The protein eNOS has also been shown 

to be induced by a hypoxic stimulus [106]. Up-regulation of eNOS and nNOS in 

the first 6 hours of the recovery interval, although not significant, might be 

triggered by the drop in oxygen partial pressure from 65% to 21% sensed by the 

cell as relative hypoxia (the normobaric oxygen paradox) [8][23]. The function of 

HIF-1α during hypoxia and/or possibly relative hypoxia remains a matter of debate 
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and is complicated: HIF-1α does not only activate NOS to induce NO release but 

is also modulated by NO, as shown in astrocytes where NO lead to HIF-1α 

activation followed by expression of the vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) 

[88]. Both, HIF-1α and VEGF induction were not observed in Jurkat T-cells with 

the tested oxygen exposure protocols. 

An apparently contradicting expression pattern of iNOS comparing long- and 

short-term exposure cannot be explained conclusively. It is the only Ca2+-

independent NOS isoform, other authors have reviewed the role of iNOS in cancer 

progression and repeatedly point out that it is very complex and sometimes 

conflicting with pro- as well as anti-tumourous effects [98]. 

 

 
4.2.4 Alterations in mitochondrial respiratory activity after oxygen exposure 

 

An increase in routine respiration after short-term exposure becoming significant 

within 6 hours of recovery in normoxic conditions was the only apparent change 

observed in the coupling control states. Calculating the net routine ratio of ATP-

linked respiration to maximal respiratory capacity did not disclose any significant 

alteration after 2 hours of oxygen exposure, but a significant increase after 18 

hours, that became even stronger within the following 6 hours of recovery. 

Although this does not permit any conclusions about the often-cited Warburg-

effect [100][101], a possible adaptation towards glycolytic metabolism during or 

following normobaric hyperoxic exposure would be interesting to investigate.  

 

The uncoupling control ratio was generally lower than in the B-cell, but did only 

decrease significantly during recovery from long-term hyperoxic exposure. Again, 

when compared to the B-cell, the leak control ratio was higher and had a much 

higher variance; still the changes were not significant. 

 

Normobaric hyperoxia did show an effect on the oxygen consumption in 

complexes I and II, which was evident in the almost 2-fold increase in combined 

activity of complex I and II following short-term oxygen exposure and the decrease 
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by roughly 40% after long-term oxygen exposure. The fraction of each of the two 

complexes adding up to the combined activity was greatly varying.  

In the short exposure protocol, a three-fold increase in succinate dehydrogenase 

activity (complex II) was observed that was persistent during recovery in normoxia. 

Additional increase in NADH-dehydrogenase (complex I) activity during the 

recovery enhanced the combined activity. 

It is not clear why the T-cell’s respiratory activity in complex I and II elevated; it can 

be assumed that the cell was trying to cover an increased energy demand after 

oxygenation. Contrary to the short-term exposure, combined activity of complex I 

and II decreased after 18h. This effect was at first mainly relying on an impairment 

of complex I, which had begun to recover after 6 hours. The transient increase of 

complex II possibly tried to cover for the complex I impairment, which returned 

back towards normal pre-exposure values during recovery in normoxia. It remains 

unclear, what the significant decrease in complex I activity after long-term 

exposure translates to on a physiological level. Knowing that complex I is very 

susceptible to reactive nitrogen species (RNS), especially ONOO-, it would be an 

asset to examine RNS production in further experiments. 

 

 
4.2.5 Intrinsic and extrinsic apoptosis mediated by oxidative stress 

 

In our experimental setting pro-apoptotic protein Bcl-XL was constitutively 

expressed in Jurkat leukemic T-cells. This was consistent with the general 

understanding of constant overexpression of proteins of the Bcl-2 family [56]. Its 

regulation in cancer cells has been a matter of debate and the opposing 

expression pattern after short- and long-term hyperoxygenation will have to be 

discussed carefully. 

A rapid up-regulation of Bcl-XL was observed directly after 2 hours of oxygen 

exposure, but declined to pre-exposure levels in the following recovery interval. 

This indicates that at this stage ROS production was potent enough to induce an 

only transient pro-apoptotic stimulus in the T-cell, which, however, was not strong 

enough to actually induce apoptosis. This is also reflected in the lack of significant 

changes in cleaved casp-3 expression. The transient increase in Bcl-XL could be 
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an explanation for the increased activity of complex I and complex II up to 6 hours 

after exposure. Increase of Bcl-XL might have triggered permeabilisation of the 

OMM and could thus have lead to transient cyt c release. Although complex II is 

not considered a major source of ROS-production, it has been described that 

succinate-dehydrogenase might have regulatory effects on ROS-producing 

complex I and complex III. This, however, does not conclude whether the three-

fold increase of Complex II oxygen consumption was a trigger for or a 

consequence of higher ROS levels.  

Bcl-XL expression did not change immediately after 18 hours long-term exposure 

but a significant decrease after one day of recovery was observed. This suggests 

anti-apoptotic regulatory mechanisms within the intrinsic pathway, possibly 

inhibited by other pathways reacting to the significant cleaved casp-3 increase 6 

hours and 24 hours after the long oxygen exposure interval. This delayed casp-3 

increase might be a reaction to the overall down-regulation of combined 

mitochondrial complex I and II activity corresponding to findings by Lagadinou 

2013 on apoptosis induction in leukemic stem cells with reduced OXPHOS 

capacity after Bcl-2 protein down-regulation [56]. This down regulation was 

apparent immediately after exposure and mainly driven by complex I; complex II 

increased its activity at this time. The complex I inhibition and complex II up-

regulation seemed to be reversible as seen after 6 hours of recovery. However, 

the combined activity of complex I and II remained significantly decreased, which 

suggests that Complex I has the stronger effect on the overall oxygen 

consumption. 

The Bax/Bcl-XL ratio indicating the cell’s sensitivity and the ability of the hyperoxic 

stimulus to induce apoptosis as described by Lindsay 2011 [60], could not be 

calculated here. Bax was not expressed in Jurkat even when the cells were 

stimulated with LPS for the internal positive controls for immunoblotting, 

additionally, activation of the extrinsic apoptotic pathway through casp-8 could not 

be observe, hence apoptosis induction was evidently purely intrinsic. 
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4.2.6 Summary: Oxidative stress response in Jurkat T-cells 

 

The most significant finding in the T-cell exposed to long-term normobaric 

hyperoxygenation was the increasing overexpression of Caspase-3. This pro-

apoptotic effect was evidently not induced through the extrinsic apoptotic pathway, 

so that it can be assumed that the induction of apoptosis was intrinsic and thus 

connected to the mitochondrial alterations. The T-cell also showed delayed DNA-

fragmentation following normobaric hyperoxia. An explanation for this might be an 

on-going production of reactive oxygen species (ROS), which at first could be 

counteracted by ROS-scavenging mechanisms until either these systems were 

overcharged or additional ROS-production was induced.  

There was a distinct difference between the reactions to short- and long-term 

oxygen exposure. After recovery from 2 hours of exposure, Jurkat showed a 

significant increase in inducible NOS expression, possibly leading to an excess 

release of nitric oxide (NO), an increased routine respiration and increase in 

mitochondrial activity in complexes II and I of the mitochondrial electron transport 

system. The combined activity of both complexes was doubled while recovering 

from short-term exposure. No cell death was induced by a 2h short-term 

oxygenation. Up-regulation of heat shock protein hemeoxygenase-1 (HO-1) was 

visible but not significant, this goes in line with the down-regulation of hypoxia-

inducible factor-1α. It has to be assumed that these changes were induced by 

ROS-production, however, 2 hours of normobaric oxygen exposure were too weak 

to induce enough oxidative stress for induction of regulatory functions or 

mechanisms following the normobaric oxygen paradox.  

 

Exposing Jurkat to 18 hours of normobaric hyperoxia resulted in the same delayed 

DNA-fragmentation scheme, but had opposing effects on various other factors; 

contrary to the short-term exposure HO-1 was decreased after 6 hours of 

recovery. An increase in ATP-linked respiration was significant and persistent; a 

decrease in the activity of the rapidly affected complex I and increase in the 

activity of complex II suggests strong alterations in the electron transport system 

(ETS). With endothelial NOS and inducible NOS being down-regulated and 

neuronal NOS responding with an increase after one day of recovery, it is difficult 
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to relate the ETS findings to NOS expression. In contrast to the B-cell, however, 

the described effects in the T-cell might be nitric oxide-related as especially the 

highly affected complex I is very susceptible to reactive nitrogen species, 

especially peroxynitrite (ONOO-), which would have to be confirmed in further 

studies. 

 

 

4.3 Limitations 

 

Short-living free radicals are not easy to trace so everything examined in this work 

can only be an indirect measure of ROS-production through changes in DNA-

damage, protein expression, or mitochondrial respiratory function. 

 

Acute lymphocytic leukemic cell lines like Jurkat and CCRF-SB are valuable 

cultures to examine a variety of cellular processes as they have been investigated 

for decades. However, general limitations have to be considered when working 

with immortalized cell lines in vitro: The effect of oxidative stress is a critical topic, 

and it needs to be kept in mind that culturing conditions in normoxic environments 

(humidified incubator, 37°C, 21% O2, 5% CO2) could very well be referred to as 

hyperoxic environments despite the fact that cells seem adapted to these 

conditions. Lymphocytes are very versatile and frequently adjust to changing 

partial pressures of oxygen within the body. Nevertheless, they are hardly ever in 

contact with oxygen partial pressures above 100mmHg and knowing this it 

surprises that most studies dealing with hyperbaric oxygen in cell cultures do 

ignore this fact. In fact it means that looking at cultured leukemic cell lines in 

normal culturing conditions corresponds to higher partial pressures than those 

found in the arterial vascular system or lung tissue in vivo. The experimental 

setting used was hence not normoxic. 65% of oxygen does approximately 

correspond to arterial oxygen partial pressures when breathing 80% O2. 21% of 

oxygen would thus correspond to an estimate of breathing 30% O2 in vivo. This 

would in clinical settings be consistent with the peri-operative oxygen partial 

pressures used during the PROXI-trials [29][64][65]. 
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The quantification of oxidative stress proteins using Western Blot or radioactive 

phosphor imaging will never be an accurate measure of µg of target protein in the 

samples. Beginning at culturing and exposure of the samples to the final stage of 

an image for densometrical analyses, there are many interfering factors that make 

the actual quantification of target proteins challenging. For this reason, a semi-

quantitative presentation of the results in ‘% of control condition’ was chosen. 

Additionally, it has to be pointed out that protein expression as used in western 

blots does not reflect activity of the target protein. All proteins or enzymes can be 

present in the cell, but still be resting in an inactivated form. 

 

The study aimed to broaden the understanding of basic mechanisms within the 

cell and will have to be extended to ex vivo cell cultures, in vivo experiments in 

animals and finally humans.  

 

 

4.4 Outlook 

 

For assessment of the mitochondrial respiratory alterations it would be useful to 

add another time point at 24 hours of recovery to the experiments. Furthermore, a 

denser sampling scheme with more sampling times for closer monitoring of the 

alterations would be recommendable. 

 

At the moment, it can only be assumed that DNA-repair is taking place after 

fragmentation. A proof of actual repair mechanisms e.g. in form of histone 

detection would be a valid addition to this work. Further, comet assay 

measurements should be prolonged at least in the T-cell to examine where the 

actual peak in DNA-fragmentation is and whether this effect will be disappearing at 

a later time. 

 

The measurable effect of transient normobaric hyperoxia divided into several 

intervals might be similar or even stronger than that of one bout of oxygen alone 

as conducted in this study. This accumulative effect would be worth testing in 
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future in vitro, as well as in vivo experiments with a more realistic timing for 

possible clinical applications.  

 

I could show that in Jurkat T-cells complexes I and II of the electron transfer 

system were strongly affected by short- as well as long-term oxygen exposure. 

The physiological significance of this cannot be thoroughly explained with the 

results from this work. The effect of reactive nitrogen species on the ETS has been 

discussed by several authors [15][19]. The expression changes of all three NOS 

isoforms might be an indicator for RNS production; hence, a relevant question 

would be whether release of RNS rather than, or combined with, ROS could be an 

underlying cause for the cellular adaptations in the leukemic T-cell. 

 

Some cancer cells have been shown to react to natural anti-oxidative compounds 

like ascorbic acid or tocopherol. Using oxygen in combination with these 

antioxidants could also lead to an accumulative effect, which would hypothetically 

be based on the increase in ROS but at the same time up-regulation of 

scavenging systems, e.g. the glutathione system. 
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4.5 Conclusion 

 

The main objectives of this work were to discover and link alterations in leukemic 

B- and T-cell molecular pathways and metabolism following exposure to 

normobaric hyperoxia in vitro. 

The hypothesis that 65% of oxygen can induce DNA-fragmentation through 

excess ROS production was confirmed. However, both cell lines reacted differently 

to the same stimulus. The leukemic T-cell turned out to be responding with a delay 

compared to the B-cell, suggesting that the T-cell’s ROS-scavenging mechanisms 

did initially function but were gradually overrun by on-going ROS production after 

return to normoxia. B-cell DNA-fragmentation was induced immediately after 

exposure, but no residues of DNA-fragmentation were found after 24 hours in 

normoxia. This is presumably due to rapidly induced repair right after return to 

normoxia. These repair mechanisms remain to be investigated. 

Throughout culturing of leukemic immortalised B- and T-cells it became clear that 

DNA-fragmentation in form of comet assay analyses can be assessed better when 

using the standard calculations of tail moment, tail intensity, and tail migration than 

the proposed yes/no scoring method. The reasons for this possibly lie in the fast 

proliferation rate of these cell lines, which by itself could reflect higher DNA-

fragmentation, or in the relatively mild stimulus of 65% compared to conditions of 

hyperbaric oxygen exposure, in which the Y/N-scoring has been proposed and 

validated initially. 

Changes in protein expression of IκBα, NF-κB, HIF-1α, and HO-1 were detected, 

however, the results were not conclusive and varied greatly between the cell lines. 

In both cells we observed a down-regulation of HIF-1α following normobaric 

hyperoxia. This contradicts the hypothesis of the normobaric oxygen paradox in 

acute lymphocytic leukemia cells in vitro; however, this could be entirely different 

in the in-vivo microenvironment. No regulation of VEGF expression was found in 

the T-cell after normobaric hyperoxia, although the protein seems to be 

constitutively excreted. 

The hypothesis that NOS expression would be increased as a consequence of 

ROS overproduction was not confirmed for the B-cell, as no significant changes in 

NOS expression were found. In the T-cell, visible regulation of all NOS isoforms 
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took place, however not all were up-regulated as I hypothesised in the beginning. 

A delayed significant down-regulation of inducible NOS remains unclear. Although 

the regulatory mechanisms could not be explained satisfactorily, the changes in 

NOS-expression suggest a possible involvement of RNS following normobaric 

hyperoxia in T-cells, but not in B-cells. The underlying mechanisms and their 

relevance for cancer sensitising remain to be investigated in future experiments. 

Increase of mitochondrial coupling control states was observed after hyperoxia, 

and also varied between the cell lines. Both cells reacted with a delay, but while 

the B-cell was only affected after long-term exposure, the T-cell responded to 

short-term exposure. The fraction of ATP-linked respiration to maximal 

mitochondrial capacity (net routine ratio), not affected in the B-cell, was 

significantly increased in the T-cell after long-term exposure. This might reflect an 

adaptation of the T-cell to higher metabolic needs. In the B-cell, opposing trends in 

long- and short-term exposure suggest that after two hours of oxygen exposure 

free radical formation transiently increased, while this activity was markedly 

reduced after 18 hours of oxygen corresponding with higher H+ leak. 

The hypothesised apoptosis induction through exposure to reactive oxygen 

species was not verified in the B-cell. A temporary activation of the intrinsic 

apoptotic pathway (increase in Bax/Bcl-XL ratio) after short-term exposure opens 

the questions, whether additional short oxygen intervals or a higher hyperoxic 

stimulus might be strong enough to eventually induce apoptosis. For the T-cell, the 

18 hours oxygen stimulus seemed to be sufficient to induce apoptosis through the 

intrinsic pathway, however no noticeable reduction in cell number was observed, 

which leaves the question open whether cell death is actually induced. This will 

have to be examined with monitoring during a longer recovery interval. 

 

Looking at the very different effects of normobaric oxygen on molecular and 

metabolic alterations in the two examined cell lines, it does seem inadequate to 

propose a general oxygen exposure scheme for acute lymphocytic leukemia. 

Additional research is needed to identify suitable oxygenation intervals for each 

cell line individually before ex vivo or animal experiments can be initiated. 
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5.  Summary  

 

Aims and Objectives 
The objective of this study was to evaluate the molecular mechanisms following 

normobaric hyperoxia on acute lymphoblastic leukemic cell lines in vitro through 

assessment of oxidative stress, DNA-fragmentation, mitochondrial function and 

apoptosis induction. The study was aiming for a more detailed understanding of 

the basic molecular alterations in leukemic cells induced by reactive oxygen 

species. 

 

Methods 
Acute lymphoblastic leukemic cell lines Jurkat and CCRF-SB were cultured 

according to standard operating procedures and exposed to a single bout of 65% 

oxygen for 2 or 18 hours respectively. The oxygen exposure protocol included a 

control sample before exposure, measurements immediately after exposure and 

after recovery intervals of 6 hours and 24 hours in normoxic conditions.  

DNA-fragmentation was assessed using single cell gel electrophoresis (comet 

assay), protein expression of oxidative stress markers, induction of nitric oxide 

Synthases and expression of pro- and anti-apoptotic proteins were assessed using 

western blot, electrophoretic mobility shift assay, or enzyme-linked immunosorbent 

assay. High-resolution respirometry was applied for measurement of mitochondrial 

respiratory capacity and complex activity within the electron transfer system.  

  

Results 
The level of oxidative stress in both cell lines was increased after normobaric 

hyperoxia, the B-cell with a an immediate response after exposure but fast 

recovery and the T-cell with a delayed response up to 24 hours after the stimulus. 

Mitochondrial impairment of the intact cells could not be found, however, changes 

in the activities of complexes I and II were discovered after hyperoxia compared to 

normoxic conditions. Apoptosis induction and regulation of nitric oxide synthase 

expression was solely found in the T-cell.  
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Discussion 
Oxidative stress was induced with 65% oxygen in both cell lines and with both 

exposure schemes. However, molecular and metabolic reactions to reactive 

oxygen species in B- and T-cells varied greatly. While the B-cell was affected 

immediately but recovered within 24 hours and only showed a transient activation 

of apoptotic pathways, the T-cell responded later with DNA-fragmentation, 

apoptosis induction after long-term exposure, and regulation of nitric oxide 

synthase expression.  

 

Conclusion 
Looking at the very different effects of normobaric oxygen on molecular and 

metabolic alterations in the two cell lines examined, it does seem inadequate to 

propose a general oxygen exposure scheme for acute lymphocytic leukemia. 

Sensitisation of each cell line will have to be considered individually. Additional 

research is needed to separately identify suitable intervals for each cell line before 

ex vivo or animal experiments can be initiated. 
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